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Abstract 

The roads constitute a major part of the nation’s infrastructure. For the society and the 
individuals it is important with a well functioning road network. To sustain the impact 
from traffic intensity and heavy loads durable pavements are demanded. Concrete 
pavements for roads with high traffic intensity and heavy loads are common in the 
USA and in several European countries. In Sweden, less than 1 % of the road network 
consists of concrete roads. 

The research about concrete road pavements has been focusing on development of 
design methods and studies of surface properties like friction, longitudinal evenness, 
wear resistance and noise. To increase the knowledge and use of concrete roads there 
is a need to optimise the different functional properties with regard to each other and 
to social factors. 

The objective of this doctoral thesis is to survey, analyse and quantify relationships 
between functional properties of concrete roads and social factors such as 
environmental impact, traffic and user safety, riding comfort and economic 
considerations (costs). The goal is to develop a model that can be used as an 
instrument for optimising the concrete road design.  

This thesis describes a thorough literature investigation, special studies on road 
lighting design of concrete pavements, laboratory investigations about saw-cutting 
times for joints and bonding properties of dowels and development of an optimisation 
model. The literature investigation has resulted in compiled knowledge on functional 
properties of concrete roads and their relationships with social factors. A compiled 
analysis has also been performed from follow-ups of the four concrete roads 
constructed in Sweden in the 1990s. From the special study on road lighting design, 
proposals are made for using new values for brightness and specularity and changing 
the classification of wet concrete pavements. The investigations of joint performance 
have given recommendations for the earliest saw-cutting time for joints in concrete 
roads. An optimisation model is proposed, and presently parts of the model can be 
used for economic comparisons between different alternatives.  

The proposed model needs further research regarding valuation of the relationships 
before the model can be used as a total model. Other areas interesting for further 
research are: road lighting design and especially wet pavements, upper bound of saw-
cutting time for joints and further analysis of dowel performance. 
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Sammanfattning (Summary in Swedish) 

Bakgrund 

Vägar utgör en stor del av en nations infrastruktur och det är viktigt för både 
samhället och individen med ett väl fungerande vägnät. Nybyggnation och underhåll 
av statliga vägar finansieras huvudsakligen via statsanslag. I Sverige är det Vägverket 
som ansvarar för projektering, byggande, drift och underhåll av det statliga vägnätet. 
Den största delen av både privata och industriella transporter sker på vägen. Trafiken 
ökar kontinuerligt likaså trafiklasterna vilket ställer krav på hållbara vägar med god 
slitstyrka och minimalt underhållsbehov. För Vägverket är det övergripande målet ”att 
säkerställa en samhällsekonomiskt effektiv och långsiktigt hållbar trafikförsörjning 
för medborgarna och näringslivet i hela landet”. 

I Sverige, men även i andra länder, har forskningen kring betongvägar varit inriktad 
på att utveckla dimensioneringsmetoder samt studier av ytegenskaper såsom friktion, 
slitstyrka, spårbildning, längsgående jämnhet och buller. En del forskning pågår också 
kring de nämnda ytegenskapernas effekter på trafiksäkerhet och körkomfort. Men 
ingen sammantagen kunskap finns idag om samband mellan flera olika funktionella 
egenskaper för specifikt betongvägar och samhällsfaktorer såsom miljöpåverkan, 
körkomfort, trafiksäkerhet och ekonomiska konsekvenser. 

Användningen av betong som beläggningsmaterial är vanligt utomlands, bl a i 
Tyskland, Belgien och Schweiz där upp till 20 % av de största vägarna är av betong. 
USA är också ett land där betong varit ett naturligt vägmaterial i över hundra år. Detta 
skall jämföras med att i Sverige består mindre än 1 % av vägnätet av betongvägar. 

Trots att det nu finns goda erfarenheter från svenska betongvägar byggda på 1990-
talet går användningen av betong som beläggningsmaterial bara sakta framåt. Troliga 
orsaker är avsaknaden av egen nationell erfarenhet samt det faktum att det idag inte 
finns någon glidformsläggare i Sverige. Det sistnämnda innebär att i alla 
betongvägsprojekt under 1990-talet tvingades man köpa in dessa tjänster ifrån 
utlandet, främst från länder som Nederländerna, Tyskland och Belgien. Den 
betongvägsteknik som används i Sverige idag är till största delen baserad på andra 
europeiska länders erfarenhet, men i Sverige har vi även en del unika förutsättningar 
som t ex det skandinaviska klimatet, geologin och användningen av dubbdäck 
vintertid. Dessutom finns en viss konservatism i vägbranschen samtidigt som många 
gärna använder sig av gammal beprövad teknik istället för nya moderna lösningarna 
som i många fall ger bättre resultat och ofta är mer ekonomiska i ett långsiktigt 
perspektiv.  

För att öka kunskapen och användningen av betongvägar i Sverige, men även 
utomlands, finns ett behov av att kunna optimera en betongvägytas funktionella 
egenskaper gentemot samhälleliga faktorer. Utvecklingen av en optimeringsmodell 
ger även möjlighet att jämföra betong med andra beläggningsmaterial. I början på 
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1990-talet startades ett liknande projekt i Tyskland, men projektet kunde aldrig 
slutföras på grund av finansiella orsaker. 

Vägverket har producerat en serie av publikationer under namnet ”Effektsamband 
2000”. De kunskaper och erfarenheter som idag finns gällande samband mellan olika 
effekter finns samlade här. Väg- och Transportforskningsinstitutet (VTI) har under 
många år, på uppdrag av Vägverket, utfört forskning kring olika egenskaper och hur 
de påverkar varandra samt även bl a trafiksäkerhet och körkomfort. Men den 
forskning som pågår innefattar inte alla egenskaper och täcker i många fall inte de 
egenskaper som betongbeläggningar har. 

Avhandlingens upplägg och begränsningar 

Syftet med föreliggande doktorsavhandling är att studera, analysera och kartlägga 
sambanden mellan betongvägars funktionella egenskaper och samhällsfaktorer. Målet 
är att utveckla en modell med vars hjälp betongvägen kan optimeras utifrån ställda 
krav. 

Avhandlingen begränsas till oarmerad fogad betongbeläggning på högtrafikerade 
vägar. Fokus ligger på svenska vägar och de krav som Vägverket ställer på 
betongvägarnas funktion, detta utifrån de speciella klimatförutsättningar som råder i 
Skandinavien och användningen av dubbdäck vintertid. För en del egenskaper och 
faktorer, t ex spårbildning och friktion, får dubbdäcken en stor påverkan, en påverkan 
som inte finns i övriga länder. Men all information- och litteratursökning har gjorts på 
internationell basis. Trots dessa begränsningar kan en stor del av resultaten i 
avhandlingen även appliceras på andra betongvägssystem, t ex kontinuerligt 
armerade, och för lågtrafikerade vägar eller andra beläggningar såsom industriytor 
och flygfält. 

Avhandlingen består av en omfattande litteraturundersökning, specialstudier av 
dimensionering av vägbelysning för betongvägar, laboratorieundersökningar om 
tidpunkt för sågning av fogar och dymlingars vidhäftningsegenskaper samt 
utvecklingen av en optimeringsmodell. Valet av specialstudierna är baserade på 
resultaten från litteraturstudien. 

Funktionella egenskaper och samhälleliga faktorer 

En omfattande litteraturstudie har utförts där de funktionella egenskaperna och 
samhälleliga faktorerna har kartlagts och identifierats. Egenskaperna har analyserats 
för att klargöra vad och hur de påverkas av t ex ballastmaterial och ytstruktur. De 
samhälleliga faktorerna har studerats på samma sätt och sambanden mellan 
egenskaperna och faktorerna har bestämts. De funktionella egenskaper som ingår i 
avhandlingen är textur, deformation, spårbildning/slitstyrka, längsgående jämnhet, 
friktion, buller, rullmotstånd, bränsleförbrukning, ljushet/spegling, brandmotstånd och 
fogar. De samhälleliga faktorerna utgörs av miljöpåverkan, trafik- och 
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användarsäkerhet, körkomfort samt ekonomi. Slutsatsen från litteraturstudien visar att 
flera av egenskaperna är väl definierade och analyserade och därmed har det varit 
möjligt att klarlägga deras samband med samhällsfaktorerna. Några egenskaper 
behöver utredas ytterligare, bl a vad gäller värderingen gentemot andra egenskaper 
och faktorer. 

Resultaten från litteraturstudien och analysen av dem visar att betong är lämpligt som 
beläggningsmaterial främst för vägar med hög trafikintensitet och tunga laster. Med 
betong fås en vägyta med god beständighet i kombination med litet underhållsbehov 
vilket ofta gör betongvägarna ekonomiska om alla kostnader under livslängden 
beaktas. Den goda slitstyrkan i kombination med att det är en styv konstruktion som 
inte deformeras ger liten spårbildning. Med glidformsläggare uppnås bra jämnhet och 
det finns inget motsatsförhållande mellan hög friktion och låg ljudnivå. Fördelar finns 
för styva konstruktioner som betong när det gäller lägre bränsleförbrukning för 
fordonen. Miljömässigt har stora satsningar gjorts på att reducera miljöpåverkan från 
cement- och betongtillverkningen vilket gett stora miljöbesparingar de senaste 10 
åren. Genom att använda betong fås en ljus yta som är icke-brännbar. 

De svenska betongvägar som byggdes under 1990-talet följs kontinuerligt upp av VTI 
på uppdrag av Vägverket. I den här avhandlingen har resultaten från uppföljningarna 
sammanställts och analyserats med avseende på spårbildning, slitage, friktion, 
längsgående jämnhet, buller och makrotexur. Svenska betongvägar byggda på 1990-
talet använde en förbättrad betongvägsteknik med dymlade fogar, högre 
betongkvalitet, slitstarkare ballastmaterial, lägre maximal stenstorlek och 
bullerdämpande ytstrukturer jämfört med 1970-talets betongvägar. De fyra vägar som 
ingår i studien är belägna i närheten av Arlanda, Falkenberg, Fastarp och Eskilstuna. 
Studien visar att den moderna betongvägstekniken med bl a dymlade fogar och 
bullerdämpande ytstrukturer har fungerat väl. Spårbildningen varierar från icke-
signifikant till 0,6 mm/år, vilket indikerar att underhåll på grund av spår troligen inte 
kommer att behövas förrän efter 20 – 40 år. För en del vägsektioner är resultaten så 
bra att de troligtvis inte alls kommer att behöva underhåll på grund av spår under den 
dimensionerande livslängden 40 år. Vägarna är alla jämna med små variationer och 
friktionen för de fyra vägarna varierar mellan 0,6 och 0,8.  

Vägbelysning för betongvägar 

En ordentlig genomgång och analys av dimensionering av vägbelysning har 
genomförts inom doktorandprojektet. Studien visar att den klassificering som finns av 
torra och våta ytor till största del är baserad på fältmätningar utförda på 1960- och 70- 
talen, främst på asfaltbeläggningar. 

Nya fältmätningar har utförts i projektet och resultaten visar att dagens 
dimensioneringsregler för vägbelysning behöver modifieras för att bättre stämma 
överens med moderna betongbeläggningars ytegenskaper. Analys av 
fältmätningsresultaten har lett till att det i doktorsavhandlingen ges förslag på nya
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värden för såväl ljushet som speglingsgrad. Förslag på ändring av klassificering av 
våta betongbeläggningar ges också baserat på att en teoretisk analys av 
fältmätningarna visar att moderna betongvägar är mindre speglande än äldre. Vid 
själva dimensioneringen är det viktigt att projektören är medveten om de fördelar som 
finns med ljusare beläggning eftersom det i dimensioneringsprogrammen inte alltid 
automatiskt tas hänsyn till det. Diskussioner med belysningskonsulter visar också att 
många i branschen varken har kunskap om, eller tar hänsyn till de fördelar som finns 
med ljusare yta.  

När det gäller vägbelysning finns det möjlighet att med en ljusare beläggning, som 
betong, sänka energiförbrukningen. Utförda beräkningar visar på 20 – 30 % besparing 
av energiförbrukningen för betong jämfört med traditionella beläggningsmaterial för 
torra vägytor.  

Vid byggandet av den nya betongvägen på E4 norr om Uppsala, som skall öppnas för 
trafik år 2007, skall cirka 9 km av betongsträckan (totalt 23 km) utföras med 
vägbelysning. Där räknar man nu med att kunna sänka energiförbrukningen genom att 
använda nya indata för ljushetsvärden utifrån fältmätningar som presenteras i denna 
avhandling.  

Fogar 

De tvärgående fogarnas funktion har stor betydelse för beständigheten och underhållet 
av oarmerad fogad betongbeläggning. Fogar utförs var femte meter och i fogarna 
används dymlingar för att säkerställa lastöverföringen mellan plattorna. Foglist eller 
fogmassa används för att förhindra inträngning av vatten eller andra material i fogen. 
Två laboratorieundersökningar har utförts med syfte att dels studera tidigaste 
tidpunkten för sågning av fogar, dels studera dymlingars vidhäftning i betongvägar.  

När det gäller tidpunkt för sågning av fogar finns idag inga generella 
rekommendationer utan tidpunkten baseras oftast på praktisk erfarenhet. Syftet med 
fogen är att förhindra att plattan spricker okontrollerat, t ex på grund av krympning, 
men praktiska erfarenheter har visat att för tidig sågning också kan orsaka skador. 
Den utförda laboratorieundersökningen visade att det finns ett klart samband mellan 
betongens tryckhållfasthet vid sågtidpunkten och de yttre skadorna, vilket gör det 
möjligt att kunna bestämma den nedre tidsgränsen för optimal sågtidpunkt. Som 
kriterium för att bestämma optimal sågtidpunkt kan yttre fogskador som understiger 
150 mm2 per meter fog accepteras. I undersökningen ingick också att jämföra 
sågtidpunkt mellan en normal yta och en yta med frilagd ballast. Resultaten visade att 
ytan med frilagd ballast behövde mer tid innan det gick att såga jämfört med den 
normala ytan. Den förlängda tiden förklaras av att retardern som används för att 
frilägga ballasten i överytan fördröjer betongs härdning i ytskiktet och därmed gör 
den känsligare för skador om sågning utförs tidigt. 
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För att kunna överföra laster mellan plattorna är det viktigt att dymlingarna kan röra 
sig i betongen utan att fastna och att de är monterade vinkelrätt mot fogen. Vid 
reparation av två 70 år gamla betongvägar i Sverige installerades dymlingar mellan 
gamla och nya plattor. Efter några år upptäcktes sprickor i plattorna som skulle kunna 
hänföras till dymlingarna, t ex att de inte kunnat rör sig fritt i betongen eller varit 
felmonterade. I en laboratorieundersökning studerades om det fanns några skillnader i 
utdragskraft för dymlingar av olika material och storlek. Initiella maximala 
utdragskraften för ett utdrag på 1,5 mm uppmättes och det cykliska beteendet 
studerades genom att upprepa försöket fyra gånger. Den intiella utdragskraften är 
beroende av dymlingens beläggning och en större diameter ökar kraften. När det 
gäller det cykliska beteendet, var utdragskraften i stort sett lika med den kraft som 
krävdes för att trycka tillbaka dymlingen. Vid jämförelse med resultat från andra 
undersökningar noterades att även utdragshastigheten påverkar resultatet, främst för 
ståldymlingar med bitumenbeläggning. De uppmätta utdragskrafterna ger alla lägre 
spänning i betongen än betongens draghållfasthet, även i tidig ålder. Vilket innebär att 
skador inte kommer att uppstå i betongplattorna.    

Optimeringsmodell 

Den litteraturstudie som har utförts i avhandlingen har utgjort grunden för den 
optimeringsmodell som presenteras. Utvecklingen av modellen har sedan skett 
kontinuerligt under projektets gång då fler egenskaper och faktorer har analyserats 
och deras samband klarlagts. Specialstudierna av vägbelysning och fogars funktion 
har givit ny kunskap om egenskaper som inte varit så väl definierade eller analyserade 
från början. 

Det är dock viktigt att inte se den utvecklade optimeringsmodellen som en slutgiltig 
version. Modellen kommer alltid att kunna uppdateras i takt med att fler egenskaper 
och samband blir mer ingående analyserade och nyheter inom material- och 
konstruktionsutvecklingen införs i betongvägsbyggandet. Nackdelen med modellen 
idag är att det saknas en riktig värdering av de ingående egenskaperna och sambanden 
med samhällsfaktorerna, t ex i ekonomiska termer. Men beräkningsexempel visar att 
det redan idag går att värdera en del samband, t ex för spårbildning, vilket gör det 
möjligt att göra ekonomiska jämförelser mellan olika alternativ. 

Slutsatser och vidare forskning 

Resultaten från de undersökningar som ingår i avhandlingen visar på goda egenskaper 
för betongvägar. Materialet som presenteras i avhandlingen ger en sammanställning 
av de viktigaste egenskaperna hos en betongvägsyta och vad som påverkar dem.  

Nyttan med det arbete och den optimeringsmodell som presenteras i denna avhandling 
är flera. Sammantaget ger avhandling en sammanställning över den kunskap som idag 
finns när det gäller funktionella egenskaper och hur dessa påverkar t ex miljö och 
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ekonomi, men även specifik kunskap om den betongvägsteknik som används idag. 
Målet med modellen är främst att den skall kunna användas som hjälp vid 
dimensionering och konstruktion av nya betongvägar, men även t ex för analys av 
underhållstrategier. Men för att nå det målet måste det finnas kvantifierbara samband 
mellan alla egenskaper och faktorer, något som inte är uppnått idag. Att tydliggöra 
sambanden som är gjort i denna avhandling och i modellen är dock ett viktigt steg 
mot en användbar modell. Redan idag kan modellen användas i viss utsträckning, 
speciellt för de egenskaper och faktorer som har kvantifierbara samband. Modellen 
gör det också möjligt att studera vad en förändring av en egenskap leder till, d v s 
vilka andra egenskaper/faktorer påverkas också av denna förändring. Med 
modifikationer kan den slutgiltiga modellen (även delmodeller) också anpassas för 
andra beläggningsmaterial vilket då kommer att göra det möjligt att jämföra olika 
beläggningsmaterial med varandra.  

Avhandlingen utgör en viktig del av det arbete som idag pågår för att öka kunskapen 
och användningen av betongvägar. Det är viktigt att redan på planeringsstadiet ha 
klart för sig vilka beläggningsalternativ som finns och därifrån välja det alternativ 
som ger den bästa lösningen med hänsyn till tekniska krav och totalekonomi över 
vägens hela livslängd. Erfarenheten är att det inte alltid går till så idag, oftast är 
beläggningsvalet baserat på tradition, vilket i många fall inte ger den bästa lösningen.  

Vidare forskning kan bl a omfatta ytterligare analyser och utredningar av vissa 
egenskaper och faktorer samt deras samband. De olika funktionssambanden behöver i 
många fall också värderas, t ex i ekonomiska termer. Detta leder till en kontinuerlig 
uppdatering av modellen vilket i sin tur leder till mer säkra analyser utförda med 
modellen. Hälsoaspekterna av olika egenskaper, t ex damm eller partiklar som slits 
bort från ytan, behöver undersökas. Idag kan delar av modellen användas för 
beräkning, men knappast hela. För att gå från principiell till beräkningsbar modell 
krävs ytterligare forskning. För vägbelysning finns ett stort behov av fortsatt 
forskning främst för våta beläggningar och att uppdatera de indata som används när 
det gäller värden för ljushet och speglingsgrad hos moderna betongbeläggningar. 
Studie av övre tidpunkt för optimal sågning samt fortsatt analys av dymlingars 
verkningssätt i betongvägar är också angelägna.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and problem identification 

The roads constitute a major part of the nation’s infrastructure. For the society and the 
individuals it is important with a well functioning road-network. In Sweden, the 
Swedish National Road Administration (SNRA) is responsible for the planning, 
construction, operation and maintenance of the state roads, SNRA (2003a). The 
SNRA finances the construction of new roads and maintenance of old roads by 
governmental funding. The overall goal for the SNRA is “to ensure a socio-
economically efficient transport system that is sustainable in the long term for 
individuals and the business community throughout the country”, SNRA (2003a). 

The major part of all transports in Sweden is done on the roads, both business and 
individual ones. The road-network must be designed to sustain all the impact from 
large traffic volumes. The traffic intensity increases over time as well as the traffic 
loading, which demand road pavements with high wear resistance and little 
maintenance.  

The research about concrete road pavements has been focusing on development of 
design methods and studies of surface properties like friction, longitudinal evenness, 
wear resistance and noise. Some research has also been conducted regarding 
relationships between the mentioned properties and their effects on traffic safety and 
riding comfort. No compiled knowledge exist toady about relationships including 
more functional properties specific for concrete roads and social factors such as 
environmental impact, riding comfort, traffic and user safety and economic 
considerations.  

In the early 1990s the SNRA began investing in concrete roads again after an 
interruption of 15 years. The reasons were growing problems with rutting on heavily 
trafficked asphalt roads and the need for competition between different road pavement 
materials. 

Despite the good experiences of concrete roads in Sweden constructed from 1990 and 
onwards, the increase in use of concrete pavements is slow. Less than 1 % of the 
Swedish road network consists of concrete roads. Other countries like Germany, 
Belgium and Switzerland have around 20 % of their major road networks with 
concrete pavements, European Commission (1999). According to Pernler (2003), this 
difference in use of concrete roads can be explained by the conservatism in the road 
industry and the fear of trying something new. Another reason affecting the amount of 
concrete roads constructed in Sweden is the lack of national experiences and 
continuation for the road contractors and the fact that there exists no slip-form paver 
in the country. 
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Since the infrastructure maintenance budgets are limited for most countries in Europe, 
European Commission (1999), there is a need for more efficient pavement designs 
that could reduce environmental impacts as well as providing pavements that are more 
economic and have higher quality than those used today.  

To increase the knowledge and use of concrete roads there is a need to optimise the 
different properties with regard to each other and to social factors. Then it would be 
possible to create the best solution with respect to both economy and technology for 
each individual project. Economy does not only mean costs for construction, 
maintenance and rehabilitation but also society costs including environmental and 
accident costs as well as road user costs. An optimisation model could also be used in 
order to compare concrete with other road paving materials. As far as the author 
knows, there exist no such model today. A project with the aim of developing an 
optimisation model started in Germany in the beginning of the 1990s, but the project 
could not be realised due to financial problems, cf. Chapter 5 of this thesis. 

The SNRA has produced a series of publications named the “Effektsamband 2000” 
SNRA (2001a-e), for use as help in evaluating the effects of different measures 
regarding the road transport sector. The documents contain compilations of 
experiences and knowledge from research and development about relationships 
between different types of actions and their consequences for the society.  The 
purpose is that the SNRA with help of the “Effektsamband 2000” should be able to 
make priorities and direct the economical requirements with the purpose of achieving 
best possible society welfare. The “Effektsamband 2000” will be further discussed in 
Chapter 5 of this thesis. The SNRA also has a Pavement Management System (PMS) 
for help in making decisions of maintenance of paved roads. The PMS contains 
models for measuring the effect of different properties of the road surface on traffic 
and surrounding environments. VTI is, on commission from the SNRA, revising the 
relationships between different properties and social factors, e.g., traffic safety and 
riding comfort, Ihs & Magnusson (2000). 

1.2 Objectives, limitations and method 

The objective of this thesis is to survey, analyse and quantify relationships between 
functional properties of concrete roads and social factors such as environmental 
impact, traffic and user safety, riding comfort and economic considerations (costs). 

The goal is to develop a model that can be used as an instrument for optimising the 
concrete road design. The model could also, with some modifications, be used for 
comparing concrete with other road pavement materials.  
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This study has the following limitations in scope: 

• It is focusing on plain jointed concrete pavements (PJCP), since this is the 
concrete pavement type mostly used in Sweden for roads. Though the focus 
lies on PJCP, most of the theories of functional properties and their 
relationship with social factors will also apply to other concrete pavement 
systems such as continuously reinforced concrete pavements and 
whitetoppings. 

• It focuses on roads with high traffic intensity and heavy loads. However, most 
of the outcome of this thesis could also be applied to concrete pavements for 
low-volume roads as well as industrial pavements, airfields etc. 

• Its main focus is Swedish concrete roads and the regulations from the SNRA. 
The reason for this focus is the special condition in Sweden with a 
Scandinavian climate, geology, road construction tradition and the use of 
studded tyres during winter. For some of the functional properties, e.g., rutting 
and friction, the use of studded tyres have a high impact. However, all 
information and literature searches have been done on international basis.  

• It does not consider roller compacted concrete, manual pouring or 
unscheduled maintenance (due for example to settlement cracking). A modern 
concrete road, designed and constructed properly, will only need maintenance 
on a regular bases, primarily joint maintenance and possibly grinding. 

• In some cases this study makes comparisons between pavements of concrete 
and asphalt, but the emphasis lies on describing concrete roads.  

The project contains a thorough literature investigation, special studies on road 
lighting design of concrete pavements, laboratory investigations about saw-cutting 
times for joints and bonding properties of dowels and development of an optimisation 
model. The choice of special studies of road lighting design and joint performance 
were based on the results from the literature investigation. In the road lighting design 
procedure the inputs are mostly based on asphalt pavements and the positive effects of 
brighter pavements are not taken into consideration. The special studies of joint 
performance are interesting since the joints constitute a critical part in the 
construction of concrete roads because the joints affect both durability and 
maintenance.   

1.3 Content of the thesis 

This doctoral thesis comprises Chapters 1 to 8 and Papers 1 to 7. The Papers 1, 3, 4, 5 
and 6 are written by the author, Paper 2 is co-written by the author and Dr Robert 
Karlsson and Paper 7 is co-written by the author and Mr Mattias Haraldsson, MSc.  
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The first Chapter of the thesis is an introduction to the subject. 

Chapter two is a short description of concrete road history, pavement system, 
pavement material and pavement surface for concrete roads.  

In the third Chapter the functional properties are quantified and analysed. 

Chapter four comprises information about social factors including environmental 
impact, riding comfort, traffic and user safety and economic considerations. 

In Chapter five, an optimisation model is developed from the outcome presented in 
Chapters 2 to 4 and Papers 1 to 7.  

Chapter six contains discussions and conclusions regarding concrete roads and the use 
of an optimisation model. 

In Chapter seven, proposals for further research are presented.  

Chapter eight contains all the references directed to in this thesis, including repetition 
of the references in Paper 1 to 7.  

Paper 1, “Optimisation Model for Functional Properties of Concrete Roads” written 
by Malin Löfsjögård, is accepted for publication at the 9th International Symposium 
on Concrete Roads in Istanbul, April 4-7, 2004. Paper 1 presents the results from a 
literature investigation regarding functional properties and social factors and their 
relationships. A first proposal for an optimisation model is presented in the paper.  

Paper 2, “Performance Assessment of Concrete Roads in Sweden” written by Malin 
Löfsjögård and Robert Karlsson, is submitted to International Journal of Road 
Materials and Pavement Design. The objective of Paper 2 is to analyse the results 
from the follow-ups of Swedish concrete roads constructed in the 1990s regarding 
rutting, abrasion, friction, longitudinal evenness, noise and macro-texure. The aim is 
to identify and analyse differences between the roads. Some discussions about long-
term performance are included. Malin Löfsjögård’s contributions to the paper are 
major part of writing and major part of analyses and discussion. 

Paper 3, “Investigation of the Optimum Time for Cutting Joints in Concrete Roads” 
written by Malin Löfsjögård, is published at the 7th International Conference on 
Concrete Pavements, Orlando, September 9-13, 2001, pp. 525-537. Paper 3 describes 
an investigation of the optimum time for cutting joints in concrete pavements with a 
normal surface and a surface with exposed aggregate. The objective of the trial is to 
recreate joint damage similar to that, which has been observed in the field, and try to 
determine the cause/mechanism of the damage.  

Paper 4, “A Laboratory Investigation on Bonding Properties of Dowels in Concrete 
Roads” written by Malin Löfsjögård, is submitted to Materials & Structures. Paper 4 
describes an investigation of the bonding properties for dowels in concrete roads. 
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Steel dowels with different coatings and dowels made of composite material are 
tested. The aim of the investigation is to study if there are any differences in bonding 
properties because of dowel material, coating or diameter of the dowel. The maximum 
draw-out force for a draw-out travel of 1.5 mm is measured. The test is repeated four 
times and ends with a final cycle to establish the constant force needed for a draw-out 
travel of 5 mm. 

Paper 5, “Concrete Roads and Road Lighting Design” written by Malin Löfsjögård, 
is accepted for publication at the 9th International Symposium on Concrete Roads in 
Istanbul, April 4-7, 2004. The objective of Paper 5 is to investigate how the brightness 
of a road surface influences the design of road lighting. Another objective is to study 
if the advantages with brighter pavements such as concrete are taken into 
consideration in the design process. Paper 5 also includes information about field 
measurements regarding brightness of concrete roads in Sweden. 

Paper 6, “Proposal for Improvements of Road Lighting Design for Concrete Roads.” 
written by Malin Löfsjögård, is submitted to Lighting Research & Technology.  
Paper 6 is a continuation of Paper 5. The objective of Paper 6 is to analyse the 
outcome of Paper 5 and to give proposals for how input and classification of concrete 
pavements should be improved in order to suite modern concrete roads. Extended 
calculations based on Paper 5 have been done, also including wet pavements. The 
paper also includes a discussion on how to optimise a concrete pavement with regard 
to road lighting design, based on Swedish concrete roads. 

Paper 7, “Optimisation Model for Economic Comparisons of Concrete Roads” 
written by Malin Löfsjögård and Mattias Haraldsson, is submitted to ASCE Journal of 
Transportation Engineering. In Paper 7 an improved optimisation model is presented 
and discussed as well as input and modelling. Some examples on how this model can 
be used for economical comparisons of different concrete pavements will be shown. 
Malin Löfsjögård’s contributions to the paper are development of the optimisation 
model, major part of writing, major part of analyses and discussion and minor part of 
calculation examples. 
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2 Concrete roads 

The aim of this chapter is to give a brief description of concrete roads and to give 
input data for the optimisation model presented in Chapter 5. The description of 
pavement system, material and surface is mainly focusing on Swedish demands and 
use of materials because of the special condition of a Scandinavian climate and 
geology.  

2.1 History 

2.1.1 International concrete roads 

Over 2000 years ago the Romans built the forerunners of our modern concrete roads, 
Eisenmann (1979). The first modern concrete roads were constructed in the USA in 
the early 1890s. In Europe the interest for concrete as a road paving material started in 
the 1920s mainly in Germany and the Netherlands. Concrete and paving technology 
has developed and it is now possible to produce wear resistant concrete pavements 
causing limited noise when trafficked. Today, the use of concrete road pavements is 
common both in the USA and in several European countries such as Germany, 
Switzerland, Belgium, England and France, European Commission (1999), Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 Number of concrete roads in different European countries, after  
European Commission (1999). 
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2.1.2 Swedish concrete roads 

In Sweden the history of concrete roads dates back to the early 1920s, Andersson 
(1998). The road between Malmö and Lund is the best-known concrete road that was 
constructed during this period. The interest shown in concrete roads and their 
properties in the early and mid-twentieth century in Sweden is witnessed by several 
articles, including those by Bilde (1928), Kuelling (1931), Bilde (1937), Wästlund & 
Gedda (1939), Röhfors (1949) and Persson (1952). 

Up until the 1970s, a couple of concrete roads were constructed on average each 
decade, Andersson (1998). Unfortunately the roads constructed in the 1950s and 
1960s suffered problems related to spalling, rutting and settlement, Silfwerbrand 
(1995a). Uneven settlement led to slab level differences at joints, which created 
irritating noise. The problems were traced to poor concrete, uncaulked joints too far 
apart, poorly consolidated road base and increasing use of studded tyres. Studded 
tyres are used in Sweden during the winter period and are a major cause of 
maintenance. Two concrete roads were constructed in the south part of Sweden in the 
1970s (Vellinge, 1972, and Helsingborg, 1978). These roads were constructed using 
new designs and the joint spacing had been reduced to 5 m. In order to achieve better 
evenness, the new technology of slip-form paving was adopted. The new concrete 
laying technology was considered successful, Nordic Road Association (1989). 
However, no further concrete roads were constructed in Sweden until the beginning of 
the 1990s, when the Swedish National Road Administration (SNRA) regained interest 
in concrete roads. One of the reasons was growing problems with rutting on heavily 
trafficked asphalt roads and the need for competition between different road surfacing 
materials. This resulted in four concrete roads, two in the south part of Sweden 
(Falkenberg, 1993, and Fastarp, 1996) and two in the area of Stockholm (Arlanda, 
1990, and Eskilstuna, 1999). The concrete roads constructed in the 1990s used an 
improved concrete road technology (developed from the technique used in the 1970s) 
with a higher concrete strength, dowelled joints, more wear resistant aggregate 
material, smaller maximum aggregate size and noise reducing surface treatments.  

Between the 1970s and 1990s a total of around 64 km of concrete roads were 
constructed in Sweden, Table 1. This means that concrete pavements covers less than 
1 % of the primary road network. A new concrete road is currently under construction 
north of Uppsala and is planned to open in 2007. 
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Table 1  Swedish concrete roads constructed from 1970. 
Section Year of opening 

 for traffic 
Length 
(km) 

E6 Vellinge 
E4 Helsingborg 
E4.65 Arlanda 
E6/E20 Falkenberg 1 
E6/E20 Falkenberg 2 (Fastarp) 
E20 Eskilstuna 
E4 Uppsala 

1972 
1978 
1990 
1993 
1996 
1999 

2007 (?) 

13 
7 

1.6 
15 
13 
14 
23 

Total  87 

The performance of the Swedish concrete roads constructed in the 1990s and onwards 
is followed-up by the Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) 
on commission from the SNRA. The follow-up covers properties like rutting, 
abrasion, friction, longitudinal evenness, cross-fall, noise and macro-texture. The 
results from these follow-ups are reported by VTI in several reports, Hultqvist & 
Carlsson (1994a) (1998) (2002a) (2002b) and Wiman (2002). 

The results from these follow-ups contain valuable information that can be used, for 
example, to predict long-term performance of the studied properties and to use as 
input data in the optimisation model in Chapter 5. In Paper 2, the follow-ups 
regarding rutting, abrasion, friction, evenness and noise are analysed and compiled. 
Differences between road sections and the long-term performance of the properties 
are discussed. 

2.2 Pavement system 

There exist three main types of concrete road pavement systems: plain jointed 
concrete pavement (PJCP) reinforced jointed concrete pavement (RJCP) and 
continuously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP), Petersson (1996). Other concrete 
pavement systems also exist like roller compacted concrete (RCC) and whitetoppings. 
The most common system used in Sweden is the PJCP and this is the pavement 
system considered in this thesis. In Figure 2, the three main types of concrete road 
pavement systems are described. 
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Figure 2 Concrete road pavement systems, after Petersson (1996). 

The PJCP system is a rigid construction which means that there are no or minor 
permanent deformations, i.e., the pavement rigidity is not affected by high 
temperature or traffic loads. 

2.2.1 Design of the concrete pavement system 

According to the Swedish regulation ATB VÄG, SNRA (2003b), a concrete road 
pavement shall consist of “a wear layer and road base of concrete, a road base with 
cement or bitumen binder, an unbounded road base, a reinforcement layer and 
possibly a protective layer of soil terrace”, Figure 3.  

Figure 3 Plain jointed concrete pavement system, after SNRA (2003b). 
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The thickness of the concrete wear layer depends on climate zone, traffic class and 
whether the road base is bound with cement or bitumen. In Sweden the thickness of 
the concrete layer is around 200 mm. 

The concrete layers are rigid and stable, which gives them good ability to 
accommodate minor settlement and even small movement in the subsoil. Movement 
caused by irregular frost heave or major settlement can cause problems, but with a 
properly designed and casted pavement the risk is small. Concrete pavements are 
designed according to the requirement that frost heave during the average winter 
should be less than 20 mm, SNRA (2003b). 

Petersson (1996) has developed a Swedish model for the design of concrete roads 
based on Westergaards, by Eisenmann, improved equations. This “Eisenmann 
method” is often used for the design of concrete roads in several countries in Europe, 
cf. Eisenmann (1979) and Eisenmann & Leykauf (2003), by others. 

2.2.2 Joints 

The joints in concrete pavements can be divided in transversal, longitudinal, 
expansion and construction joints, SNRA (2003b). Transversal joints, or contraction 
joints, are needed for reducing the tensile stresses in the pavement (with exception for 
continuously reinforced concrete pavements). The distance between the contraction 
joints should be 5 m. These joints should be dowelled in order to secure a high degree 
of load transfer ability. The purpose of the longitudinal joints is to limit the slab width 
in roads with more then one lane in each direction. The slab width should not exceed 
5 m. Expansion joints, or isolation joints, are used between concrete pavements and 
adjacent structures such as bridges or flexible pavements.  Construction joints are 
used between concreting pauses. Joints are also applied between the concrete 
pavement and the adjacent shoulder. 

Joint sealant should be used to prevent intrution of water or other material into the 
joint. Joint list or joint sealing compound can be used as joint sealant, SNRA (2003b). 
The durability of the joint and the pavement system can be reduced if joint sealant is 
not used. In Paper 7, one of the calculation examples is regarding the difference in 
maintenance costs between joint list and joint sealing compound for transversal joints. 
The results show that the joint list has up to twice the lifetime of the joint sealing 
compound and that the costs are considerably lower during an analysis period of 40 
years  

The joints considered in this thesis are the transversal joints because they are the most 
important ones due to high frequency and intensive traffic loading. The joint 
performance is further discussed in Section 3.11 of this thesis. 
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2.2.3 Construction of concrete pavements 

Slip-form pavers are used for the laying process of the concrete road. The paver is 
continuously moving forward during the laying process and the machine also vibrates 
and levels the surface at the same time, Andersson (1992). It should be noticed that 
there exist no slip-form paver in Sweden today.  

2.2.4 Maintenance and repair 

The maintenance of concrete roads can be divided in maintenance of joints and rutting 
repair. For joints, the maintenance consists of replacing the joint sealant every 5-10 
years for joint sealant compound. By using joints lists the maintenance is reduced to 
every 10-20 years, Jansson (2003). Maintenance due to rutting is made when the rut 
depth exceeds 17 mm, SNRA (1990a). For Swedish concrete roads this has previously 
been done every 15-20 years. In Paper 2, the concrete roads constructed after 1990 are 
followed-up and analysed and it is concluded that they will not need any rut repair 
until after 20-40 years of traffic. Some road sections may not need any repair at all 
during the intended design life of 40 years.  

2.3 Pavement material 

The concrete used for pavements consists of aggregate, cement, water, additional 
binders, if any, and admixtures.  

The concrete should fulfil the quality demands in ATB VÄG, SNRA (2003b), of 
water-cement ratio less then 0.40, frost tested concrete, wear resistant aggregate, stiff 
consistence and cement for civil engineering structures. 

2.3.1 Aggregate 

The aggregate used in the concrete varies in quality, shape, size and colour. This 
affects several functional properties, e.g., wear resistance and brightness.  

The maximum aggregate size for Swedish concrete pavements is nowadays limited to 
16 mm, SNRA (2003b). The reason is an attempt to reduce or limit the noise level 
from the interaction of tyre and pavement. 

By using different grading, the concrete properties could be changed based on 
demands in each individual project. 
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2.3.2 Cement 

The cement used for Swedish concrete road pavements is a low alkali-sulphate 
resistant cement suitable for civil engineering structures, CEM I 42.5 BV/SR/LA. The 
cement is naturally grey, but white cement with proven durability could also be used 
in order to further brighten the surface.  

2.3.3 Water cement ratio 

In order to get a frost resistant concrete with good workability, the water/cement ratio 
should be 0.4 or less. 

2.3.4 Additional binders and admixtures 

Additional binders and admixtures are used in concrete to modify the concrete 
properties, e.g., using air-entraining agents to improve frost resistance.  

2.3.5 Concrete strength 

The requirement for concrete strength in ATBVÄG, SNRA (2003b), is dependent on 
traffic intensity and traffic loading. For roads with an ADT (Annual Daily Traffic) of 
6000 or more, the used concrete must be in quality class T3.5 or T4.5 for tensile 
strength (3.5 MPa or 4.5 MPa). T3.5 and T4.5 correspond to compressive strength 
K60 and K80 (compressive cube strength 60 or 80 MPa), respectively.  Roads 
constructed in the 1970s used a concrete strength of K40, today concrete class T3.5 
(K60) is usually chosen in the design. 

Concrete is a material that gets stronger with time, Petersson & Sundbom (1994a), 
which gives the aging concrete pavement an increased security against cracking. 

2.4 Pavement surface 

2.4.1 Structure 

The main reason for applying a structure to the concrete surface is to achieve a high 
friction value. A sufficiently high friction value is needed in order to secure the traffic 
safety for the road users. The surface could be tined, brushed or diamond grinded 
either transversely or longitudinally. Earlier, transverse structures were used to obtain 
a good friction, Betonghandboken (1994) by others. With respect to the noise levels, 
there has been a change to other structures such as longitudinal structures or exposed 
aggregate, cf. Section 3.6. 
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Exposing the aggregate in the surface could be done mechanically or chemically, 
Descornet & Fuchs (1992). In the mechanical method simultaneously watering and 
brushing the fresh concrete surface expose the aggregate. The chemical method is the 
most common one. A retarder is applied to the concrete surface immediately after 
pouring and the following day the surface is brushed to expose the aggregate. The 
exposure depth should be 1.5 mm. 

Acceptable surface treatments for concrete roads in Sweden are exposed aggregate or 
longitudinal grinding or structuring, ATB VÄG, SNRA (2003b).  
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3 Functional properties 

A thorough literature investigation has been conducted with the purpose of 
quantifying and analysing functional properties of concrete roads. The results from 
the literature investigation are presented in Löfsjögård (2000). The most important 
parts of the information in Löfsjögård (2000) are also presented in Paper 1. Chapter 3 
is based on Löfsjögård (2000) with complements from new references and 
investigations by the author. 

The functional properties studied in Löfsjögård (2000) are rutting/wear resistance, 
longitudinal evenness, friction, noise, rolling resistance/fuel consumption and 
brightness. The studied properties have been chosen on the basis of the definition of 
functional properties by the Swedish National Road Administration (SNRA) where a 
functional property is defined as “a property that describes the product function and 
that influences traffic safety, accessibility, comfortability, environment, vehicle cost 
or life-cycle cost”. 

In this thesis, the functional properties also include texture, deformation, joint 
performance and fire resistance. The reasons are that they all fulfil the requirements of 
a functional property according to the SNRA and they are also important parts of the 
developed optimisation model in Chapter 5. 

Each section of this chapter is ended with a summary of the most important factors 
affecting the property in that section. 

3.1 Texture 

The surface texture is usually divided into microtexture and macrotexture. PIARC 
(1987) describes a texture classification with four categories, based on the wavelength 
of irregularities. 

Microtexture: wavelength < 0.5 mm. 

Macrotexture: wavelength 0.5–50 mm. 

Megatexture: wavelength 50–500 mm. 

Irregularities: wavelength > 500 mm. 

The description of the various texture classes given below is based on PIARC (1991a) 
and to some extent on Kennedy et al. (1990) and Gustafson (1993), unless stated 
otherwise. 

Microtexture can be described as irregularities that cannot be seen with the naked eye, 
e.g., the surface roughness of individual aggregate particles in the pavement. Climate 
and traffic are two factors that affect the microtexture, but it also depends on the
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petrography of the aggregate. Over time the binder is worn away, leading to a reduced 
microtexture, Wu & Nagi (1995). In winter, studded tyres create a microtexture that is 
polished to some extent by summer tyres. In many countries the lack of use of studded 
tyres and the presence of aggregate that is easily polished leads to a microtexture that 
is excessively smooth. 

In contrast to microtexture, the macrotexture is discernible with the naked eye, in the 
form of individual aggregate particles on the surface, for example. The main purpose 
of the macrotexture is to drain water away from the surface, and it is often associated 
with the roughness of the surface.  

Megatexture is a relatively new classification that has arisen as an intermediate group 
between macrotexture and irregularities, and hence forms a continuum between these 
two classes. This texture may arise as a result of particles breaking loose from the 
surface. 

Irregularities are defined as deviations from a completely flat surface. Irregularities 
are often associated with poor quality or poorly executed work. However, the cause 
usually lies in deformation of one of the layers between subsoil and surface. 

Figure 4, Table 2 and Figure 5 illustrate the four texture classes and how they affect 
road properties, tyres and vehicles. 

Surface
Scale of texture

Macro Micro

rough

smooth

harsh

polishedrough

smooth

harsh

polished

A

B

C
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Figure 4 Illustration of terms used for describing surface texture, after Kennedy 
et al. (1990). 
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Table 2 Overview of the surface characteristics influence on the various 
aspects of vehicle/road interaction, after Descornet & Fuchs (1992).   
(+ denotes a positive impact, while  – denotes a negative impact)  

Texture  
Vehicle/road interaction Micro Macro Mega 

 
Roughness

Skid resistance 
Road-holding qualities 
Splash and spray 
Reflectance 
Dynamic loads 
Vehicle wear 
Tyre wear 
Rolling resistance 
Vibrations (inside vehicles) 
Noise (inside vehicles) 
Noise (outside vehicles) 

+ 
 
 
 
 
 

− 
 
 
 

+ 
 

+ 
+ 
 
 
 

(−) 
 
 

+ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

− 
(−) 
− 
− 

 
− 
 
 

− 
− 
 

(−) 
− 
 

 

Observed in Table 2, megatexture and roughness should be avoided because they 
have a negative effect on rolling resistance, wear resistance and noise level. 
Microtexture and macrotexture, on the other hand, usually have positive effects on 
skid resistance and reflectance for example. 

 

Figure 5 Interaction between surface texture and the behaviour of tyre or 
vehicle, after PIARC (1995). 
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3.2 Deformation 

Deformation depends on traffic, temperature and the materials in the pavement 
system, Nilsson (1993). The concrete road system provide a rigid construction with 
no or minor permanent deformations. High temperatures or traffic loads do not affect 
the pavement rigidity.  

In Paper 2, a compilation of the follow-ups for Swedish concrete roads confirms that 
no permanent deformations have been observed. This is also stated in some of the 
reports regarding the follow-ups like Wiman (2002) and Hultqvist & Carlsson 
(2002b). 

3.3 Rutting and wear resistance 

The rutting of a road pavement is influenced by wear, deformation and frost 
formation, Nilsson (1993) and Lampinen (1993). 

Rutting due to frost formation in the subsoil and in pavement material can occur, but 
is very uncommon, especially for properly designed and constructed concrete roads, 
Nilsson (1993). According to the Swedish road regulation ATB VÄG, SNRA 
(2003b), concrete roads are designed to limit the frost formation to 20 mm. 

Concrete roads are regarded as rigid pavements, which means that traffic does not 
cause any (or negligible) permanent deformations, and that the rutting in a concrete 
pavement is solely due to the wear of the vehicles, Nilsson (1993). In Sweden, a 
major part of this wear is related to the use of studded tyres during winter, Nilsson 
(1993) and Betonghandboken (1994). 

The wear is dependent on traffic intensity, amount of heavy traffic, degree of traffic 
channalization, proportion of vehicles with studded tyres, tyres, studs, climate and 
pavement type and material etc. 

Section 3.1: Texture 
 
Factors of primary importance: Pavement Material, Pavement Surface 

Section 3.2: Deformation 
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For Swedish concrete roads the wear could be divided into initial wear and annual 
wear, Hultqvist & Carlsson (1993). The initial wear (or abrasion) occurs the first one 
or two years and this abrasion are mostly related to the surface finish. The abrasion is 
related to the cement paste being worn away, exposing and polishing the aggregate at 
the road surface. The annual wear is mainly dependent on the aggregate material, 
maximum aggregate size, stone content and concrete quality. The climate also has an 
effect meaning a wet winter will increase the abrasion and rutting compared to a dry 
winter, Jacobson (1994a) and Andersson (2003). A higher aggregate quality decreases 
the abrasion confirmed by both laboratory investigations (Jacobsson (1994a) and 
Petersson & Johansson (1995)) and field measurements (compiled in Paper 2). The 
effect of aggregate size can also be observed in the references, showing that a higher 
maximum aggregate size decreases the abrasion. 

The compilation in Paper 2 of the performance of Swedish concrete roads constructed 
in the 1990s confirms the hypotheses described above about rutting and wear. The 
results show that there are no permanent deformations and the wear is foremost due to 
the use of studded tyres. However, the results show that there is some, even though 
minor, abrasion also during summer. The initial wear varies between 1 and 3 mm 
including the transversal unevenness when the road is constructed. A lower initial 
wear is observed on surfaces with exposed aggregate. Except for the initial wear, no 
effects of surface treatment can be observed on rutting and abrasion when comparing 
the road sections. An aggregate of higher quality results in less abrasion as well as the 
use of higher concrete strength. 

Rutting has been limited on all Swedish roads with values of 0.2 – 0.6 mm/years. The 
results should be compared to the concrete roads constructed in the 1970s. These 
roads have a rut development of around 0.8 – 1.0 mm/year, Hultqvist & Carlsson 
(1998). The variation in rutting development between the roads constructed in the 
1990s and the 1970s is foremost due to the differences in aggregate quality, concrete 
strength, and maximum aggregate size etc. 

According to Paper 2, the results from the follow-ups indicates that the concrete roads 
constructed in Sweden after 1990 will not likely need rutting repair until after 20 – 40 
years, based on rutting limit 17 mm. Some road sections may probably not need any 
repair at all during the design life of 40 years. However, it is possible to make even 
more wear resistant concrete pavements than those today. This could be achieved with 
a higher stone content, harder wearing aggregate and a higher concrete grade, 
Jacobson (1994a) and Hultqvist & Carlsson (1996).   

During the analysis in Paper 2 it was interesting to observe that rutting and abrasion 
of Swedish concrete roads are measured using different types of measurement 
methods. A compilation of the results for the Arlanda, Falkenberg and Fastarp roads 
are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3 Compilation of follow-up results for rut development and abrasion for 
the Arlanda, Falkenberg and Fastarp roads, after Paper 2. 
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Observed in Table 3, the differences between different test sections measured with the 
same method are small and that certain methods always (often) give lower values than 
others. The measurement methods are shortly described in Paper 2. It should be 
noticed that the Profilometer has only measured the abrasion during winter while the
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other methods also include abrasion during summer. No secure correlation can be 
observed between the results determined by PRIMAL and LaserRST. According to 
Paper 2 this is due to the differences between the measurement methods. As already 
been mentioned, it is shown that the vehicles also abrades the surface during the 
summer. The author’s opinion is that the values determined by the PRIMAL are the 
ones that are most often used when discussion the rut development of concrete roads 
(and also other roads). 

The colour of the aggregate could also effect the rutting, Paulsson (1999). The use of 
an aggregate with a colour that deviates from the cement paste can give ruts that will 
be seen more clearly after the initial wear. Intentially or not, the drivers will place 
their vehicles in the same ruts that may result in accelerated or more concentrated 
rutting.  

3.4 Longitudinal evenness 

For concrete roads the longitudinal evenness is influenced by concrete quality, type of 
subgrade and laying technique, PIARC (1991b). With today’s slip-form pavers it is 
possible to achieve smooth and even concrete pavements. However, concrete with 
good workability and a uniform consistency is necessary. The surface texture also has 
an effect on the results achieved. It is important that there are no interruptions in the 
laying process. 

The initial wear often results in a more even surface, because some unevenness is 
worn down. During the service life of the road, the evenness is affected by wear from 
the vehicles, foremost the studded tyres. An unexpected large settlement of the 
subgrade can give a negative impact on the longitudinal evenness. However, a 
concrete road should be designed to limit settlements that could affect evenness.  

The IRI-value, mm/m, is used as a measure of the longitudinal evenness and a low 
IRI-value is most desirable, Hultqvist & Carlsson (1994b) and Nordic Road 
Association (1989). According to the Swedish regulation ATBVÄG, SNRA (2003b), 
the longitudinal evenness of highways is limited to 1.4 mm/m. 

According to Paper 2, Swedish concrete roads constructed in the 1990s are even and 
the results from the follow-up measurements show IRI values around 1.0 – 1.2 mm/m. 
No measurable differences can be seen between different surface treatments, 

Section 3.3: Rutting and wear resistance 
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maximum aggregate sizes or aggregate materials. For all road sections the IRI value 
only show minor or negligible changes over time. Of the studied road sections, only 
Arlanda shows a small increase, around 0.04 mm/m/year, of the IRI value over ten 
years. The results regarding rutting development for the Arlanda road analysed in 
Paper 2 indicates that the Arlanda road is expected to be repaired after approximately 
24 years of traffic, at which time the IRI still is assumed to be lower than 1.4 mm/m. 
This maintenance treatment will probably also improve the longitudinal evenness. 

3.5 Friction 

According to Betonghandboken (1994), the friction values for Swedish concrete 
pavements with exposed or diamond grinded surfaces show a cyclic behaviour over 
the years due to the use of studded tyres. The value is normally at its highest when the 
road is new and in the first one or two years the friction is governed by the texture 
that was applied to the surface. When studded tyres have worn down the surface after 
the initial wear, the composition of the concrete becomes more important instead. The 
friction values decrease as an effect of the initial wear, but after that the friction value 
stabilises with only seasonal variations due to the influence of rain and use of studded 
tyres. A smaller maximum aggregate size increases the friction value because the 
number of contact points between the surface and tyre increases, Betonghandboken 
(1994). Increasing the texture depth results in higher friction values, Ardani (1996). 
Friction is improved when rutting in the road is repaired and the friction cycle starts 
all over again. The degree of improvement depends on the chosen maintenance 
method. 

The follow-up results for friction of Swedish concrete roads are analysed in Paper 2. 
The analysis uncovered that the Falkenberg and Eskilstuna roads show a cyclic 
behaviour with a higher initial friction value. For the Fastarp and Arlanda roads, the 
initial friction was instead already near the “stabilisation” value after construction. 
The influences of surface treatment on the achieved friction value are shown. The 
surfaces with expose aggregate showed friction values between 0.7 and 0.8 and the 
grinded surfaces around 0.6. The test sections with a higher maximum aggregate size 
show lower friction values. In the analysis it is also observed that the aggregate 
porphyry, used for its high strength and wear resistance, can unfortunately become 
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polished, resulting in lower friction. This has also been observed by Jacobsson (2003). 
The results in Paper 2 show that all the road sections investigated have fulfilled the 
requirements in ATBVÄG, (2003b), of a friction value of 0.5 or higher. This was 
obtained despite the differences in aggregate material, maximum aggregate size, 
surface treatment, traffic and wear resistance.   

The seasonal variations of the friction values have also been determined for all roads 
in Paper 2. All friction values are subtracted with the mean friction value for each 
road section and presented by the month of measurement, Figure 6. Clearly, the level 
of friction is at its highest in April and May. The occurrence of some contradictory 
data points can be explained by differences in years of service, type of aggregate and 
regional use of studded tyres, which in some cases cancel out seasonal effects. 

 

Figure 6  Seasonal variations in friction. Deviation from annual mean value for 
each road section, Paper 2. 

In other countries, the term skid resistance is often referred to instead of friction, Lees 
& Maynard (1988), van Heystraten (1988), Kennedy et al. (1990), Fuchs (1991) and 
Wu & Nagi (1995). The skid resistance is defined as the friction of the road surface 
against a locked wheel and it is influenced by surface texture, climate and traffic. 

In the past, a transverse structure was applied to ensure good friction and good traffic 
safety. However in order to reduce noise levels the current trend is towards other 
surface structures, such as longitudinal structure or exposed aggregate, and the use of 
smaller maximum aggregate size. The results of conducted investigations show that 
high coefficients of friction are also achieved with these new surface structures, also 
with smaller maximum aggregate size, van Heystraten (1988), Fuchs (1991) (1994), 
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Franklin et al. (1994), Stinglhammer & Krenn (1994), Sommer (1994) (1998), and 
Jofre et al. (1994). There is therefore no conflict between high friction and low noise 
level. 

3.6 Noise 

Road traffic noise is generated by vehicles, tyres, pavement, weather and driving 
manner. The dominating factors are the engine and the interaction between road 
surface and tyre, Sandberg & Ejsmont  (2002), by others. The noise at speeds over 50 
km/h is mainly generated by tyre/road contacts and consequently the type of noise 
focused on in this thesis, since it is mainly dealing with highways. 

The noise levels are generally at the lowest when the concrete road is new. In the first 
one or two years the noise level is governed by the surface texture. Afterwards, when 
the traffic, in Sweden foremost the studded tyres, have worn the surface, it is 
influenced mainly by the composition of the concrete. The noise level is mostly 
influenced by texture but is also considerably affected by the maximum aggregate size 
in the concrete.  

Older concrete roads had a transversal structure in order to achieve high friction 
values. The disadvantage was that it led to relatively high noise levels. In recent years 
there has been a greater focus on the noise problem. Requirements have therefore 
been imposed for limiting noise and led to a changeover from transverse to 
longitudinal structure and development of new concrete surfaces with exposed 
aggregate and the use of smaller maximum aggregate sizes. Surfaces with exposed 
aggregate are common, e.g., in the UK and Austria, Franklin et al. (1994) and 
Sommer (1998). The Swedish regulation ATB VÄG, SNRA (2003b), limits the 
maximum aggregate size to 16 mm and only longitudinal structures or exposed 
aggregate are allowed as surface treatment. 

Paper 2 confirms that the noise levels for Swedish concrete roads constructed in the 
1990s are lowest the first year of use. The influence of different maximum aggregate 
size is observed. A maximum aggregate size of 8 mm has around 1 – 2 dB (A) lower 
noise levels compared to 16 mm for summer tyre and winter tyre without studs. For 
the studded winter tyre, the observed differences between 8 mm and 16 mm are 
smaller. The influences of differences in wear resistance and the measured noise 
levels are also observed. The noise level seems to somewhat increase as the wear 
resistance of the aggregate material increases.  

Section 3.5: Friction 
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As already mentioned in Chapter 2, old roads constructed before the 1970s were 
sometimes considered as noisy due to non-working joints, Silfwerbrand (1995a). 
However, the experiences from the concrete roads constructed in the 1970s and 1990s 
show that there are no problems with the joint performance that could create irritating 
noise, Hultqvist & Carlsson (1994b) and Paper 2.  

3.7 Rolling resistance 

Rolling resistance is described as the braking force experienced between the tyre and 
the carriageway, Anila (1993). Rolling resistance is influenced by several factors, 
especially by tyre temperature, which in turn is affected by air temperature, 
temperature of the road surface, speed and the distance driven, Descornet (1990). The 
influence of speed on rolling resistance is linear. Du Plessis et al. (1990) has in trials 
observed that rolling resistance increases by increased roughness and texture depth.  

Sometimes it is difficult to measure fuel consumption when comparing different 
pavements. Instead the rolling resistance can be measured and from there the fuel 
consumption is calculated (cf. Section 3.8), Descornet (1990) and Anila (1993). 

3.8  Fuel consumption 

Investigations show that apart from vehicle type, driving behaviour etc, the 
pavements’ influences on fuel consumption are from rolling resistance and pavement 
stiffness (deformation). 

The smoother the pavement, the lower the rolling resistance, which in turn leads to 
lower fuel consumption, Laganier & Lucas (1990), Descornet (1990), Du Plessis et al. 
(1990) and Sandberg (1990). The fuel consumption is usually lower on a new
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pavement than on an old one, Anila (1993). Figure 7 shows the effect of pavement 
smoothness and rolling resistance on the fuel consumption. 

 

Figure 7 The effect of smoothness and macrotexture on fuel consumption, after 
Langanier & Lucas (1990). 

The influences of pavement stiffness on fuel consumption were first reported by 
Zaniewski (1989). For heavy vehicles the fuel consumption was found to be lower for 
rigid pavements compared to flexible pavements. The difference could be up to 20 % 
in favour for rigid pavements. One explanation could be that heavy vehicles cause 
greater deformation on a flexible pavement, i.e., more energy is needed to drive on a 
flexible pavement that in turn has a negative effect on the fuel consumption. A similar 
investigation was performed in Canada in the end of the 1990s, NRC-CSTT (2000). 
The Canadian study found that heavy vehicles had around 11 % higher fuel 
consumption when driven on a flexible pavement compared to a rigid one. 

 

3.9 Brightness and specularity 

In this thesis the investigations performed on the property brightness is limited to only 
consider roads with fixed road lighting. The literature investigation presented in 
Paper 1 revealed that the brightness is affecting the road lighting design and that 
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advantages hold for pavements with higher brightness, but that it was a property that 
needed further investigation. 

A thorough investigation about reflection properties of road pavements and road 
lighting design has been performed in Paper 5. The results show that knowledge about 
pavement reflection properties is important in order to design a road lighting 
installation properly.  The reflection properties of a road pavement are described by 
their brightness (Q0), and specularity (S1 for dry and S1’ for wet surface), CIE (1980) 
(1979). The brightness of a concrete pavement is influenced by the colour of 
aggregate and binding agent (cement). Concrete gives a pavement with high 
brightness, even initially. The specularity is foremost dependent on the pavement 
structure and the size of the aggregate in the surface.  

CIE (International Commission on Illumination) has created a method for describing 
the reflection properties of a dry surface in terms of the pavement brightness and 
degree of specularity, CIE (1980). From here, CIE has created a classification system 
for dry surfaces. A similar classification system also exists for wet surfaces, but this is 
not as well developed as the one for dry road surfaces, CIE (1979). The Swedish 
regulations of road lighting design, VU94, SNRA (1994b), are based on the CIE 
method. In these directions, concrete and asphalt pavements are classified and values 
of brightness are given.  

Paper 5 concludes that there is a need for updating the values of brightness and 
specularity for concrete pavements. The classification of especially wet concrete 
pavements needs to be investigated further. 

Field measurements of brightness on dry and wet Swedish concrete roads constructed 
in the 1990s have been performed by the autor and the results are presented in Paper 
5. 

Paper 6 is a continuation of Paper 5. The outcome of Paper 5, especially the field 
measurement results, are analysed in order to give proposals for how input and 
classification of concrete pavements in the road lighting design should be improved in 
order to suite modern concrete roads.  

Field measurements performed on Swedish concrete roads constructed in the 1990s 
show that the brightness value used for concrete pavements in the design process is 
not suited for the pavements in use today, these results are also confirmed by field 
measurements in Cementa (1994). The brightness is often higher, and it varies with 
the colour of aggregate and cement. In Paper 6, a proposal is made for using three 
different values of brightness for concrete pavements depending on aggregate type, 
Table 4.  
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Table 4 Proposal for new updated Q0-values (Qd-values) compared to old ones 
for concrete road pavements, Paper 6. 

Aggregate material New 
Qd-value 

New Qd-value 
translated to Q0 

Old1 
Q0-value 

Porphyry 
 
Durapslit2 
 
Granite 

0.09 
 

0.11 
 

0.12 

0.10 
 

0.12 
 

0.13 

0.10 
 

0.10 
 

0.10 
1  = value according to VU94, SNRA (1994). 
2 = a deformed quartz diorite with a mylonite texture, Petersson (1995).  
      Durasplit has been used in two concrete roads constructed in Sweden during the 1990s. 

Since no measurements could be made regarding specularity of road pavements a 
theoretical study has been performed regarding the specularity of concrete roads from 
the conducted field measurements. The results show that modern concrete roads seem 
to be less specular than older ones. Therefore, a proposal is made in Paper 6 of 
changing the classification of wet concrete pavements from W4 to W2 or W3. 

In Paper 5 the influence of wear on the brightness value can be observed by 
comparing the brightness values close to the road surface edge with the values 
obtained in wheel track. The surface at the road edge is considered as a new 
pavement, while the surface in the wheel track have been exposed to wear from the 
traffic. From the field measurement results it can be observed that brightness values in 
the wheel track are higher compared to the values obtained at the road edge, i.e., the 
brightness value increases as the surface is worn by the traffic. 

Performed calculations in Paper 5 and Paper 6 show that the pavement brightness has 
a considerable impact on the road lighting design for dry surfaces and that advantages 
hold for higher values. However, this will be discussed further in the Sections 4.1 and 
4.4 of this thesis.   

3.10 Fire resistance 

Concrete is a material that is non-flammable. Therefore, concrete is often used as a 
paving material in tunnels, Byfors (1992) and Silfwerbrand (1993). In some countries, 
concrete is the only pavement material that is allowed in tunnels. This has been 
evident after the severe accidents that have occurred in European road tunnels the last 
decade. 
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3.11 Joint performance 

For plain jointed concrete pavements, the joint performance is of importance for the 
durability of the concrete road system. Concrete roads are jointed every 5 meter and 
the purpose of the joint is to reduce stresses, limit cracking and limit joint movements, 
Petersson (1996), Jeuffroy & Sauterey (1996) and Eisenmann & Leykauf (198?). 
Dowels are used in the joints in order to distribute the edge stress between two 
adjacent slabs and the principal function of the dowels is to transfer the load from one 
slab to the other. Omitting dowels in joints will reduce the load bearing capacity and 
if water is penetrated into the joint a pumping action can occur between the concrete 
pavement and the sub-grade. Using dowels leads to a more durable pavement system 
and a reduction of the overall pavement deflection, Eom et al. (1998).  

The only damages observed on modern Swedish concrete roads have been related to 
the joints. This will be discussed further in Sections 3.11.1-2. 

3.11.1 Saw-cutting time for joints 

The cutting of joints in concrete roads is made in two stages. The first cut is made as 
soon after pouring as possible, Petersson (1990) and SNRA (1994a), and the second 
cut is made a couple of weeks later when the joint is widened. After the second cut, 
the joint is filled with joint sealant compound or joint list. 

The critical factor in cutting joints in concrete roads is the timing of the first cut. The 
cutting must not be carried out so early a stage that the concrete has not had time to 
harden properly, but on the other hand one must not wait so long that unrestricted 
cracks appear in the pavement. There exist no recommendations regarding the timing 
of the first cut. However, according to Hultqvist & Carlsson (1991) (1995), the first 
cut is often made after 6 – 15 hours after pouring. 

On the concrete road that was constructed in 1993 outside Falkenberg, Sweden, minor 
damage was noticed to a number of joints after cutting, before the traffic was released 
onto the road. Small half-moons (diameter 15–25 mm) had broken away from the 
edges of the joints in a number of places, but the damage has not worsened since then. 
A possible reason for the damages could be that the first cut was made too early. 

Paper 3 describes a laboratory test regarding optimum cutting time for plain jointed 
concrete pavements. Two types of surfaces were included in the test, with or without
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exposed aggregate. The objective of the trial was to recreate joint damage similar to 
that, which occurred on the Falkenberg road, and try to determine the 
cause/mechanism of the damage.  

The results from the laboratory test show that the optimum cutting time can be 
identified by the relationship between the compressive strength of the concrete and 
the area of external damage, Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8 Relation between compressive strength and total area of surface 
damage, Paper 3. 

Figure 8 show that as the concrete gets stronger, the smaller the area of damage at the 
joints. As a criterion for determining the optimum cutting time, Paper 3 suggests a 
surface damage of less than 150 mm2 per metre of joint. The reason for choosing the 
value 150 mm2/m is because it corresponds to two or three aggregates spalling from a 
joint edge. The results also show differences in the earliest cutting time for a normal 
surface and for a surface with exposed aggregate. For a normal surface the concrete is 
sufficiently strong to begin cutting without causing external damage at a compressive 
strength around 6.5 MPa, while an exposed surface has to reach about 9 MPa. The 
achieved results support the initial hypothesis that a surface with exposed aggregate 
should be cut later than a normal surface. The reason is probably due to the effect of 
the retarder on the surface layer. 

The results from the investigation were also simulated by using the computer program 
Hett97 (1997). The results from these simulations show that it is possible to use 
Hett97 together with measurements of the air and concrete temperature in order to 
decide the right time for cutting the joints. This method was used when the concrete 
road outside Eskilstuna was constructed in 1999, Hultqvist & Carlsson (2002b).  
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3.11.2 Bonding properties of dowels 

The dowels used in concrete pavements often consist of smooth steel bars with a 
length of 600 mm and they are spaced about 300 mm apart. The diameter varies 
around 20 - 25 mm, but there exist smaller ones too, with a diameter of around 17 
mm. To prevent bonding between the dowel and surrounding concrete and to protect 
the dowel against corrosion, a coating is used on the dowel, Petersson (1996). It is 
important that the coating will last on the dowel because if the coating is not working 
properly the dowel will get stuck in the concrete and cracks can appear in the middle 
of the slab or at the cross section where the dowel ends, Petersson (1996). Mounting 
the dowels perpendicular to the joints are also important, Eisenmann & Leykauf 
(1977) and Eom et al. (1998). 

Paper 4 describes an investigation of the bonding properties for dowels. The 
background to this study is experiences from two 70 years old concrete roads in 
Sweden. These roads were repaired about five years ago and between old slabs and 
new slabs dowels were installed. However, after one or two years, cracks occurred in 
the slabs and there were also damages at the joints. The joint damages are likely to be 
linked to the dowels. The reason could be the bonding properties of the dowels used 
or that the dowels were not mounted perpendicularly to the joints.  

The objective of the test was to investigate the difference in bonding properties 
regarding steel dowels with two different diameters and different coatings as well as 
dowels made of composite material (vinyl ester) with two different diameters. The 
maximum draw-out force for a draw-out travel of 1.5 mm was measured. The test was 
repeated four times and ended with a final cycle to establish the constant force needed 
for a draw-out travel of 5 mm. 

The achieved results show that for the initial draw-out force the lowest values were 
obtained for the steel dowels with bituminous coating. For steel dowels with plastic 
coating a 50 % increase of the diameter increases the draw-out force 2 to 3 times. 
Comparing results for the composite dowels showed that an increase in dowel 
diameter with one third increased the draw-out force 2 to 5 times. The measured 
draw-out forces are causing stresses that are lower than the tensile strength of the 
slabs meaning that no damage, e.g., cracks, would occur in the pavement slabs .The 
cracking at the repaired concrete slabs is likely to have another cause, but finding it 
was not a part of this thesis. 

For the cyclic behaviour, the draw-out force and the push-back force were almost the 
same for all dowels, except for the one with bitumen. The dowels with bituminous 
coating needed a higher push-back force compared to the draw-out force. It is known 
that the testing speed could affect the results, especially for dowels with bitumen. 
Comparing the results with the results achieving in a German investigation, 
Eisenmann et al. (1976), clearly shows this.  
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4 Social factors 

The literature investigation presented in Löfsjögård (2000) also included quantifying 
and analysing social factors such as environmental impact, traffic and user safety, 
riding comfort and economy. A shorter version of this material is presented in Paper 
1. This chapter is based on the information from the conducted literature investigation 
together with complements from new references and studies by the author. 

4.1 Environmental impact 

4.1.1 Manufacturing 

When concrete is made for pavements it is the manufacture of the cement that has the 
most significant impact on the environment, Vold & Rønning (1995), Lundström 
(1997) and Gillberg (1999). The production of clinker, an intermediate product in the 
manufacture of cement, is the largest single factor, largely due to the need for energy, 
usually in the form of fossil fuel. The cement industry has in Sweden performed 
extensive investments with the purpose of reducing the environmental impact from 
the cement production. Since 1996 the environmental impact has been reduced with 
50 % or more, and the environmental investments is still continuing, Andersson & 
Andersson (2003). Gillberg (1999) concludes that concrete could be considered as a 
natural material, and that concrete is well suited in the future society of recycling. 

When manufacturing the concrete and constructing the pavement, the environmental 
impacts mainly come from the transports of the concrete material, Gillberg (1999). 

4.1.2 Operation and maintenance 

This section is based on the references Myran (1986), Byfors (1992), Hedalen (1993) 
and Isacsson (1994).  

The factors that affect the environment during the operation and maintenance of a 
concrete pavement are noise, emission and pollution from fuel consumption, dust that 
is abraded from the surface of the pavement and energy consumption for the road 
lighting, if the road is lit.  

The noise influences both the road users (cf. Section 4.3) and people living, working 
or staying near the road. 

Performed LCAs for roads including traffic show that the environmental impact of the 
fuel consumption stands for around 90 % of the total environmental impact of the 
road, Häkkinen & Mäkelä (1996).  In Section 3.8 it was shown that vehicles, foremost
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heavy vehicles, had lower fuel consumption when driving on a more rigid and stiff 
pavement, this is also supported by Larsson & Andersson (2003). 

The abrasion and dust formation is affected by the wear of the traffic and foremost the 
use of studded tyres. The way the products of wear are distributed depends on the 
weight of the particles. The largest amount is deposited on the carriageway or within 
10–20 m of from carriageway. In tunnels, however, the dust cannot be carried away 
from the carriageway. The dust contributes to fouling of lighting and reduces 
visibility for road users in the tunnel. One advantage with concrete is that the dust it 
produces is less sticky than dust from other pavement materials. The dust is not only 
affecting the surrounding environmental but also the human health.  

If the road has road lighting installations, performed LCAs for roads show that the 
environmental impacts from the road lighting is of the same magnitude as the impact 
from the pavement material, Häkkinen & Mäkelä (1996). The results from Paper 5 
and 6 show that the energy consumption of the road lighting installation for dry 
pavements can be reduced with 20 – 30 % with the use of brighter pavements like 
concrete compared with traditional pavements (cf. Section 4.4). 

4.1.3 Recycling 

Section 4.1.3 is based on the references Hellström & Svensson (1995), Arell (1996), 
The Swedish Board of Housing (1997), Arm (1998) and Grönholm (1998), unless 
stated otherwise. 

Old concrete is recycled by crushing it to aggregate and then usually used as a road 
building material, partly for untreated road bases and partly as aggregate in new 
concrete. 

The properties of crushed concrete differ from those of normal aggregate, mainly 
because the crushed concrete consists partly of the original aggregate and partly of 
cement paste. The cement paste is highly absorbent and often contains some 
unhydrated cement. The cement paste is also more porous than the original aggregate, 
and is therefore crushed more easily, which means that it makes up a large proportion 
of fine aggregate fractions. The fraction 0–4 mm may consist of up to 75 % paste and 
this fraction can impair the properties of aggregate. That’s why there often is a 
requirement that only crushed concrete >4 or >2 mm should be used as aggregate.  

Using recycled crushed concrete in untreated road bases results in higher bearing 
capacity of the road base due to the included unhydrated cement compared with using 
crushed natural aggregate. As an effect of the higher bearing capacity of the untreated 
road base the thickness of the concrete layer can be reduced, Farhang (2002). 

Crushed old concrete is recycled to varying degrees in different countries depending 
on the availability of natural materials and access to landfill sites. 
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4.1.4 Life-cycle-analysis of roads 

The life cycle analysis (LCA) method is used for determining the total environmental 
impacts caused by products or services during their entire lifetime. The concept of the 
LCA and the description of the general methodology can be found in SETAC (1993), 
NORD (1995) and the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (1997), by others. 

Already mentioned, the results from life cycle analyses (LCA) for roads, including 
traffic, show that the fuel consumption stands for 90 % of the road’s total impact on 
the environment, Häkkinen & Mäkelä (1996). This means that even a small difference 
in fuel consumption will have a great impact on the achieved results. Lightning (5 %) 
and the pavement material (5 %) stand for the rest of the environmental impact. The 
results from the conducted LCA of roads show that concrete pavements have equal or 
lower impact on the environment than traditional pavements. Andersson & Andersson 
(2003) have conducted a new analysis of the life cycle assessment of Swedish 
concrete roads based on the LCA performed by Häkkinen & Mäkelä (1996). The 
results show that the environmental performance has significantly improved since 
1996. This is, among other things, due to the reduction of the environmental impact of 
the cement production. The results also confirm the results from other conducted life 
cycle analyses that the fuel consumption has the greatest influence on the total 
environmental impact. Larsson & Andersson (2003) have shown by calculations that 
even a small reduction of the fuel consumption of 1 % results in a major reduction of 
the environmental impact.  

4.2 Riding comfort 

The riding comfort is dependent on the quality of the pavement. A good longitudinal 
evenness is important and is also often used as a measure for the riding comfort of the 
road, PIARC (1991a), Parcells & Hossain (1994) and Ksaibati et al. (1995). A poor 
road quality gives rise to irritation and could make it difficult to ride on the road and 
also affect the travel time for the road users, Wretling (1996). 

According to Ihs & Magnusson (2000), important factors that affect the riding 
comfort as well as accessibility and choice of road is friction, visibility (lighting 
reflectance), rutting depth, longitudinal (un)evenness and noise. 

Section 4.1: Environmental impact 
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Disturbing noise, from tyre/road contact, can give rise to irritation and even affect the 
driving rhythm. In addition to road users themselves, people living near roads are 
affected by the noise that is generated by traffic. 

For the sake of road user comfort, the road pavement must not be maintained or 
repaired too often, as repairs lead to longer journey times. 

A Swedish interview study has been performed in order to reveal what road users 
mean by comfort, Alm & Magnusson (1992). The results show that people associated 
comfort with “a good standard of vehicle combined with a good standard of road”. 

 

4.3 Traffic and user safety 

The most serious problem associated with road traffic is considered to be traffic 
accidents, SNRA (1989). The most important functional property for the traffic safety 
is the friction, Ihs & Magnuson (2001). Other factors like longitudinal (un)evenness 
and retroreflection also affect the traffic safety. The driver’s ability to perceive and 
avoid an accident hazard depends to a high degree on visibility and the speed of the 
vehicle. Visibility is of greater importance on roads that are heavily trafficked. The 
material the pavement is made of affects the effectiveness of the road lighting, as well 
as friction. It is important that the road surface has a texture that ensures high friction 
and high skid resistance. Compiled information in Wretling (1996) shows that the 
accident rate decreases with increasing friction value. Furthermore, a pavement of low 
standard can cause accidents. It is also essential that water can run off the carriageway 
quickly in order to reduce the risk of aquaplaning. Ruts in the carriageway retain 
water and increase the risk of aquaplaning, which in turn can lead to uncontrolled 
manoeuvres.  

From the traffic safety point of view a bright-coloured pavement makes for a safer 
road, Odemark (1993). It is easier to spot objects and people when the carriageway is 
bright in colour, i.e., it gives better contrast.  

According to SNRA (2001b), longitudinal evenness with IRI of 1.3 mm/m or lower 
will not affect the traffic safety. 

A traffic accident in a road tunnel can have far worse consequences than the same 
accident outside a tunnel, Byfors (1992). One type of accident that can have serious
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consequences is when a tanker lorry catches fire. It is important that efforts to 
extinguish the fire are not hampered by thick smoke and fumes produced by the 
ignition of road materials inside the tunnel. Concrete is a non-flammable material, 
whereas traditional pavements can burn and generate thick smoke. 

4.4 Economic considerations  

When constructing a road pavement, economy is used as a tool in deciding which 
design method or material that should be used. The deciding factor in the choice of 
materials and design has traditionally been the construction costs, Lees & Maynard 
(1988). Decision based only on the construction costs for different pavement 
alternatives of the comparing design methods will not give the best long-term 
economy including society and road user effects, e.g., environmental impacts, 
accidents, time delay and fuel consumption. This means that all costs during the 
pavement service life should be included. The goal for the road administrator is, at 
least in Sweden, to choose the best solution according to public economy. To fulfil 
that goal all costs must be included. A useful tool in comparing different pavement 
solutions is to use the Life-Cycle Cost Analysis (LCC).   

4.4.1 Costs 

There are a number of costs associated with a pavement during its lifetime. These 
costs can be divided into different groups. Paper 7 includes a description of the 
different costs and how they affect the road administrator, the road user and the 
society. The road user costs are sometimes included in the society costs. A 
compilation of the costs and whom they affect are shown in Table 5. A more specified 
description of the different costs is included in Paper 7.  
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Table 5  Costs affecting the different actors. 
Actor Costs 
Road administrator - design and planning 

- construction 
- operating, maintenance and rehabilitation 
- cost for capital 
- lighting (if the road has road lighting) 
- accidents 

Road user - vehicle  
- fuel consumption  
- journey time 
- time or delay due  to road maintenance  
- comfort 
- accidents (including time delays) 

Society - environmental impact 
- accidents 

4.4.2 Socio-economic efficiency 

For the Swedish National Road Administrator (SNRA), the overall goal is socio-
economic efficiency meaning that all costs should be taken into consideration when 
designing a road pavement. The materials or design should therefore be based on the 
solution that best fulfil all demands including technology and economy. Economy 
should not only include costs for the road administrator but also road user and society 
costs. A more durable solution can have higher construction costs but the maintenance 
costs are usually considerably lower than solutions that are less durable. Only 
focusing on the construction costs will not give the best solution based on total 
economy of the pavement lifetime.  

Life-Cycle-Cost Analysis 

A useful tool in comparing different pavement solutions based on socio-economic 
efficiency is to use the Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCC). The LCC is a method that 
economically evaluates different alternatives during the entire lifetime of the 
pavement. The LCC includes all costs that could arise during the period investigated, 
and all costs are discounted to present values. It is important that the various 
proposals analysed have the same purpose, i.e., the proposals must be technically 
similar designs, using the same analysis period and that all costs are included. The 
LCC concept is also often used for analysing pavement rehabilitation strategy 
alternatives. More extensive presentations of the concept of LCC can be found in 
Sund (1996) and Hall et al. (2003), by others. 
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Discount rate 

A discount rate is used to discount future costs (or benefits) to present value in an 
LCC, Sund (1996), Huvstig (1998), PIARC (2000), and Hall et al. (2003). The 
inflation can be included or excluded in the discount rate, both are equally correct. 
The value of the assumed discount rate usually reflects the general interest situation in 
the country concerned. The transport sector in Sweden currently uses a figure of 4 % 
for the discount rate, SIKA (2002) and Huvstig (2003). However, the magnitude of 
the discount rate influences the results in LCC analyses. The magnitude of the 
numerical value of the discount rate in public projects is a topic of much debate as 
well as discussions about whether the discount rate should be included in all 
calculations, Sund (1996), Troive (1998), Huvstig (1998) and PIARC (2000). 
Therefore, a sensitivity analysis was performed in one of the calculation examples 
presented in Paper 7. From the analysis it was observed that the level of the discount 
rate had an effect on the calculation result. Different costs react differently on the 
value of the discount rate due to their distribution over time. Huvstig (1998) by 
others, suggests that when carrying out a LCC it is useful to repeat the calculations for 
a range of discount rates in order to see what difference they make.  

4.4.3 Performed investigations of costs for road pavements 

The costs for street and road lighting stand for up to 25 % of the total budget for 
maintenance of the road network for a Swedish community, Swedish Concrete Block 
Paving Association (1999). A way of reducing the lighting costs could be to use 
brighter road pavements. The advantages with using brighter pavements are described 
in Bommel & Boer (1980), Stark (1986) and ECCO (1999), by others. The reduction 
in lighting costs is about 20-30 % with use of concrete instead of traditional road 
pavement materials.  

Performed calculations in Paper 5 and 6 show that the pavement brightness has a 
considerable impact on the road lighting design for dry surfaces and that advantages 
hold for higher values. The energy consumption, and hence the costs, can be reduced 
with 20 – 30 % for concrete pavements compared to traditional pavements. The 
results correspond to the results presented in Bommel & Boer (1980) by others. In 
Paper 6, calculations were also performed for the wet condition, but no secure 
conclusion could be drawn from the results. However the performed calculations in 
Paper 5 and 6 show that in the design process the advantage with brighter pavements 
is not always automatically taken into consideration, meaning that the lighting 
consultants must be aware of the possible saving of energy and costs that the choice 
of a brighter surface might lead to.  

A new highway is now under construction north of Uppsala. One part of the road, 23 
km, will be constructed with concrete pavement. On this section, road lighting will be
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used for around 9 km and with the use of concrete as paving material, the SNRA is 
currently computing possible energy and cost savings by the use of a brighter 
pavement like concrete (using the proposed values for brightness in Paper 6). 

The advantages with a brighter pavement could be even greater for tunnels that are lit 
24 hours a day, Odemark (1993) and Audestad (1994). In tunnels it is also possible to 
reduce the energy consumption and costs for the lighting installation even further by 
using concrete for walls as well. According to Audestad (1994) the costs of road 
lighting will be around 50 % higher if a dark pavement is used. 

The calculation examples in Paper 7 clearly show the importance of also including 
society and road user costs in the calculations. For example, the accident and 
environmental cost for the society is often much greater than the cost for the road 
administrator. The results from the calculation examples also show that concrete 
roads constructed in Sweden in the 1990s are more economical regarding rutting 
repair and joint maintenance than the ones from the 1970s. 

Larsson & Andersson (2003) have calculated the national economic benefit of 
reducing the fuel consumption with 1 % for a 1 km long highway (12 700 vehicles per 
24 hours during 40 years) by using a stiffer pavement construction. The result shows a 
national economical benefit of EURO 260–690 thousand (SEK 2.3–6.2 million), 
depending on the valuation method used. This should be compared to the total costs 
for construction and maintenance of a highway pavement that is around SEK 9.9 
million/km road (mean value). 

According to Packard (1994), economic analyses in several state highways in the 
USA have shown that concrete has a long life and low maintenance costs and that it is 
important to perform LCC calculations which includes initial and future costs. 

A cost comparison of asphalt and concrete pavements on low-volume roads in 
Minnesota, USA, is presented by Embacher & Snyder (2001). The analysis were 
based on roads constructed in two counties and included costs for construction, 
maintenance and rehabilitation. For road sections with comparable designs, traffic and 
environment it was possible to compare concrete and asphalt. Even though concrete 
pavements have higher initial costs, the costs for maintenance and rehabilitation were 
significantly lower than comparing pavements making the concrete alternatives more 
cost-effective over the pavement’s lifetime for all comparing sections except one. 

Di Pace & Becker (1998) reports results from a study of the life cycle costs of streets 
in built-up areas of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Three pavement alternatives, one 
concrete and two asphalt, were included. The costs of construction, maintenance, 
repair and street lighting were considered. However, costs to road users were not 
included in the calculations. Since concrete surfaces are brighter than asphalt it was 
assumed that this would lead to large savings in energy consumption for the concrete 
pavement. The concrete pavement was assumed to require repair every ten years, and 
the asphalt every 7.5 years. In the case of the concrete this involved repairing or
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replacing jointing compound, repairing edges and adjusting caulking. The asphalt 
surface is ground and given a new layer of asphalt (2.5 cm thick). The LCC 
calculation was based on a lifetime of 50 years and a discount rate of  8.25 %. The 
results are presented in Figure 9 and the total cost in year 0 is the construction cost. 

 

Figure 9 Cash flow during service life, after Di Pace & Becker (1998). 

Figure 9 shows the importance of studying the costs for the entire lifetime of the 
pavement when deciding between different alternatives. It is clearly shown that a 
durable solution often has a higher construction cost but lower maintenance costs. 
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5 Optimisation model 

5.1 General about optimisation and optimisation models 

With optimisation we mean finding the best solution to a problem or the best product. 
Optimisation is often connected to economy and costs. The optimal solution is the one 
that for the lowest costs best fulfil all the technical demands raised on the product or 
project. When it comes to concrete roads, the purpose of an optimisation model is to 
optimise the concrete pavement with regard to economy and technical demands in 
each individual project. In one project this could mean optimising the surface with 
regard to noise, in another project the demands may be wear resistance. Using an 
optimisation model will help the decision maker to select the most economical and 
technical solution. With economy means all costs including costs for road 
administrator, road user and society. 

During the thorough literature investigation about functional properties and social 
factors, only one reference was found regarding optimisation of surface properties of 
road pavements. Hiersche (1990) describes a new project in Germany with the 
objective of optimising road pavements. No information is given in the article 
regarding which type of pavement materials that will be included in the model. A 
model is proposed in the article, Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10 The optimisation model proposed in the German project, after 
Hiersche (1990). 

Unfortunately, the project could not be realised due to financial reasons, Hiersche 
(1998). 
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Optimisation and development of optimisation models are often made in 
mathematical problems. The development of such optimisation models is done by 
operation research (OR), Figure 11, Rardin (1998).  The definition of OR is, 
according to Rardin (1998), “the study of how to form mathematical models of 
complex engineering and management problems and how to analyse them to gain 
insight about possible solutions”. The OR-process starts with formulation or 
modelling of the problem. The variables must be defined and their relationships 
quantified in order to describe the relevant system behaviour and create a model. The 
next step is the analysis where the mathematical skills and technology are applied. 
The process is not complete until the conclusions drawn from the model are 
meaningful enough to infer decisions for the ones needed to solve the problem. If 
information for making the decisions is too inadequate, the model needs to be revised. 
This loop continues until a model is created, where the conclusions from the analysis 
can be used for making decisions about the problem that the model was developed 
for. 

  

Figure 11 Operation research process, after Rardin (1998).  

5.2 Development of an optimisation model 

The base for the development of the optimisation model for concrete roads has been 
Chapters 2 to 4 and Papers 1 to 7 in this thesis. 

The formulation of the problem that we want to solve is presented in Chapter 1. The 
development of the optimisation model presented in this thesis has been done 
continuously as more information is uncovered in the project. 
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The development of the optimisation model has been made in 7 steps: 

1. Formulation of the problem: functional properties of concrete roads should be 
optimised with respect to social factors.  

2. Quantifying and analysing the functional properties and social factors. 

3. Relationships between different functional properties and between functional 
properties and social factors are identified. 

4. A first proposal for an optimisation model is presented. 

5. The proposed model is analysed and conclusions are made regarding the value 
of this model and if it is possible to make decisions based on the conclusions 
from the model. 

6. Decisions are made if the proposed model needs to be revised concerning 
relevant parts that need to be further updated as well as new parts to be 
included.  

7. A revised model is proposed.  

Steps 2 to 7 can be repeated until a final optimisation model is considered to be found. 

From the results of the literature investigation in Löfsjögård (2000), a first proposal of 
an optimisation model was presented in Paper 1. The model has since then been 
further developed as more information has been uncovered about the different 
functional properties and social factors including the results from the special studies 
on road lighting design of concrete roads and joint performance and the analysis of 
Swedish concrete roads constructed in the 1990s in this thesis.  

The Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) have performed 
research about road surface characteristics and their effect on social factors for many 
years. A compilation of some of the work is presented in Ihs & Magnusson (2000). 
This information as well as the knowledge at the Swedish National Road 
Administration (SNRA), in their “Effektsamband 2000”, SNRA (2001a-e) has also 
been included in the further development of the optimisation model. This has made it 
possible to revise the proposed model to be more suitable for different types of road 
materials.  

From the first proposal for an optimisation model in Paper 1, the properties and their 
relationships have been further analysed and in Paper 7, a new revised model is 
presented. The revised model has been extended including more properties in order to 
make the model more complete as well as making it more suitable for other paving 
materials than concrete. 
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The new proposal for an optimisation model is shown in Figure 12. This new model is 
more detailed then the one presented in Paper 1. The model consists of three main 
parts: input, properties/effects and objectives. A fourth part is also included showing 
that external factors can also be considered. Since all properties and relationships are 
not fully investigated, this could not be defined as the final model. The main problem 
with the model now is how the including relationships should be valued, cf. Section 
5.3. 

 

 

Figure 12 Proposed optimisation model for concrete roads, Paper 7. 

5.3 Input and Modelling 

Paper 7 describes the input and modelling of the proposed optimisation model for 
concrete roads. For the model proposed in Figure 12, a modelling based on the 
concept of LCA or LCC will be suitable. The result from a modelling based on LCC 
will not give one value as output, instead it is up to the decision makers to analyse the 
results and from there draw the conclusion regarding which method or material that is 
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the best. The result could be different depending on what is the most important factor. 
In one case, the environmental impact could be most important, in another case the 
traffic safety.  

The input for the model is given by both international and national knowledge and 
research on concrete roads and the behaviour of functional properties. The “basic” 
input for the model includes type of concrete pavements system, pavement material 
and pavements surface, which is specified for Swedish concrete roads in Chapter 2 
and Paper 2 of this thesis. 

Before the model can be used as a total model, the relationships between functional 
properties and social factors ought to be valued. Described in Paper 7, some 
relationships are valued today, but there is a great need for further research before all 
relationships are valued. Calculation examples in Paper 7 (cf. Section 5.4) show that 
parts of the model can presently be used for economic comparions of different 
concrete pavement alternatives.  

Despite the lack of real valuation of the relationships, it is possible to use the total 
model at the present for studying the effects of changing one property, i.e., what other 
properties will also be affected. One example could be changing the aggregate 
material from Durasplit to porphyry in order to increase the wear resistance as is 
shown in Paper 2. However, Paper 5 shows that this change will have a negative 
effect on the brightness of the surface since porphyry has a lower brightness value 
compared with Durasplit.  

5.4 Calculation examples 

Examples on how the model could be used for economic comparison of concrete 
roads or for one specific property of the road is shown by calculation examples in 
Paper 7. Even though many of the relationships in the model are not valued, the 
calculation examples in Paper 7 show that it is possible to use parts of the model and 
also perform calculations for public economy.  The calculation results also show the 
importance of including all costs in the calculation, or at least all defined costs. For 
many cases, the greatest costs are related to the society or road users meaning that an 
analysis based only on road administrator costs can give a solution that is not the best 
solution according to the demand for the SNRA of socio-economic efficiency. The 
calculation examples also show that there is a great need for further research 
regarding the valuation of the relationships in the model, especially the effects for the 
society and road users. 
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6 Discussions and conclusions 

The work presented in this thesis at most parts fulfils the purpose of the project. The 
functional properties and social factors have been analysed as well as the relationships 
between them. An optimisation model is developed and presented in the thesis. 
However, some properties and factors as well as relationships ought to be analysed 
further and valued in order to give a more verified and secure optimisation model.  

The new findings in this thesis are: 

• Compiled knowledge of functional properties for concrete roads and how they 
are affected by factors like pavement system, pavement material and pavement 
structure. From here the relationships between functional properties and social 
factors have been determined and in some parts analysed. 

• A compiled analysis of the performance of the four concrete roads constructed 
in Sweden during the 1990s, based on the follow-ups conducted by the 
Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI). The results 
from the follow-ups are reported by VTI in several reports, but no compiled 
analysis has been performed including all four roads.   

• Special study of road lighting design for concrete roads including proposals 
for using new values of brightness and specularity and changing the 
classification in the wet condition. 

• Special study of joint performance including recommendations for earliest 
saw-cutting times for joints.  

• Development of an optimisation model. 

The thesis is limited to plain jointed concrete pavement for roads with high traffic 
intensity and heavy loads. The focus is Swedish roads and the demand from the 
Swedish National Road Administration on concrete roads. The reasons for this focus 
are the special condition in Sweden with a Scandinavian climate, geology, road 
construction tradition and the use of studded tyres during winter. For some of the 
functional properties, e.g., rutting and friction, the use of studded tyres has a high 
impact. Another reason for the focus on Sweden is the lack of national experiences 
regarding the construction of concrete roads. However, all information and literature 
searches have been made on an international base. Despite the limitations, much of 
the outcome of this thesis can be applied to other concrete pavement systems, e.g., 
continuously reinforced, and for low-volume roads or other pavements, e.g., industrial 
and airfield pavements.   

In the following, the different parts included in the thesis will be discussed and 
conclusions will be drawn. 
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Analysing the results from the literature investigation shows that concrete is a 
suitable material for road pavements, especially for roads with high traffic intensity 
and heavy loads. Concrete provides a durable road surface in combination with little 
need for maintenance that often makes concrete roads economical if all costs during 
the entire lifetime are considered. Good wear resistance together with a rigid 
pavement system with minor (or negligible) permanent deformation results in small 
rutting. Good longitudinal evenness is achieved by the use of slip-form pavers and 
there is no contradiction between a high a friction and low noise levels. Advantages 
hold for rigid pavements when considering lower fuel consumption for the road users. 
The cement and concrete producers’ environmental investments have resulted in great 
energy savings in the last ten years. Using concrete gives a bright surface that is non-
flammable. 

The performance of the Swedish concrete roads constructed from 1990s and 
onwards is followed-up by the VTI on commission from SNRA. In this thesis the 
results from the follow-ups regarding rutting, abrasion, friction, longitudinal 
evenness, noise and macro-texture have been analysed and compiled. Swedish 
concrete roads constructed in the 1990s used an improved technique with dowelled 
joints, higher concrete strength, more wear resistant aggregate material, smaller 
maximum aggregate size and noise reducing surface treatments compared to concrete 
roads constructed in the 1970s. The four concrete roads included in the analysis are 
situated near Arlanda, Falkenberg, Fastarp and Eskilstuna. The results show that all 
roads are performing well regarding the properties included in the study. The rut 
growth varies from non-significant up to 0.6 mm/year, which indicates that rutting 
repairs are probably not needed until after 20 – 40 years. Some road sections may not 
need any repair at all during the intended design life of 40 years. The changes in 
longitudinal evenness are small with only one road showing a significant increase. 
The friction values for the four roads vary from 0.6 to 0.8.  

A thorough investigation and analysis of road lighting design have been conducted 
in the doctoral project. The study shows that the classification of dry and wet surfaces 
is based on field measurements conducted in the 1960- and 70s, predominately on 
asphalt pavements. 

New field measurements have been performed in the project and the results show that 
the design of road lighting regarding concrete roads needs to be updated and modified 
to suite surface properties of modern concrete roads. Based on the analysis of field 
measurements new values for brightness and specularity are proposed in the thesis. 
A proposal is also made of changing the classification of wet concrete pavements 
based on a theoretical analysis of the field measurement results showing that modern 
concrete roads are less specular than to older ones. In the design process, it is 
important for the lighting consultants to be aware of the advantages of brighter 
pavements because it is not always taken into consideration automatically in the 
design programs available. 
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For the road lighting installation, the use of brighter pavements can reduce the energy 
consumption. Performed calculations show that the energy consumption can be 
reduced with 20 – 30 % for concrete compared with traditional pavement materials in 
the dry condition.  

The concrete road now under construction on Europe road No. 4 north of Uppsala will 
be provided with road lighting for 9 km (of totally 23 km). By using new input data 
proposed for brightness value in this thesis, the contractor is counting on reducing the 
energy consumption.  

The joint performance is of importance since it affects both durability and 
maintenance of plain jointed concrete pavement systems. The pavements are jointed 
every 5 meters in order to reduce stresses and limit cracking and joint movements. All 
joints are provided with dowels in order to secure the load transfer between the slabs. 
Joint lists or joint sealant compound are used to prevent intrution of water or other 
material into the joint. Two laboratory investigations have been performed, one with 
the purpose of studying the earliest time for cutting joints, and the other with the aim 
of studying the bonding properties of dowels in concrete roads.  

Today, no precise recommendation exists regarding the optimum time for cutting 
joints. The timing is more based on experiences than determined knowledge. 
Regarding the saw-cutting of joints, it is important that the first cut is made as soon as 
possible after the laying process, before uncontrolled cracks appear. However, 
practical experiences have shown that the saw-cutting should not be made too early 
because the risk of damage, e.g., aggregate particles breaking away from the joint 
edges. The laboratory investigation showed that there is a clear relationship between 
compressive strength at cutting time and the area of external damage (aggregate 
spalling) at the joints, which makes it possible to determine the lower bound of the 
optimum cutting time. As a criterion for determining the optimum cutting time one 
can accept surface damage that is below 150 mm2 per metre of joint. Two types of 
surfaces were included in the test, normal surface and surface with exposed aggregate. 
The results showed that a surface with exposed aggregate should be cut later than a 
normal surface. The reason is probably due to the effect of the retarder on the surface 
layer.  

To be able to transfer the loads between the slabs, the dowels must be able to move in 
the concrete without getting stuck. When repairing two 70 years old concrete roads in 
Sweden, dowels were installed between old and new slabs. After a couple of years 
cracks appeared that may be linked to the dowels, i.e., the bonding between dowel and 
concrete. In the laboratory investigation, the differences in draw-out force due to 
differences in dowel material and diameters were studied. The initial maximum draw-
out force was measured for a draw-out distance of 1.5 mm and the cyclic behaviour 
was studied by repeating the test four times. The initial maximum draw-out force is 
dependent on coating material and an increase in dowel diameter increases the draw-
out force. For the cyclic behaviour, the draw-out force was almost the same as the
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push-back force. When comparing the results with other investigations it was 
observed that the draw-out speed affects the results considerably, especially for steel 
dowels with bituminous coating. The measured draw-out forces in the investigation 
are causing stresses that are lower than the tensile strength of the slabs meaning that 
no damage, e.g., cracks, would occur in the pavement slabs. 

The literature investigation conducted in the thesis forms the base for the presented 
optimisation model. The model has been continuously developed during the project 
as more properties and factors have been analysed and their relationships determined. 
Special studies on road lighting design and joint performance have given new 
knowledge about properties that were not so well analysed from the beginning.   

However, it is important not to consider the proposed model as a final one. The model 
can always be revised and updated as more properties and relationships are further 
analysed and as news in pavement material and design are introduced in construction 
of concrete roads. The disadvantage with the model today is the lack of a real 
valuation of the properties and the relationships, e.g., in economical terms. However, 
calculation examples show that it is possible to value some of the relationships, e.g. 
rutting, which makes it possible to perform economical comparisons of different 
alternatives.  

This thesis is an important part of the labour of making concrete more competitive 
compared to other road paving materials. This includes, among other things, an 
increase in knowledge about the performance of concrete roads. Already in the design 
phase, it is important to be aware of the available pavement alternatives and from 
there choose the alternative that will provide the best solution with respect to 
technical demands and total economy over the entire lifetime of the road. However, 
the experience is that this is not how it is always done today, often the choice of 
pavement material is based on tradition and lowest investment costs, which in many 
cases will not give the best solution.  
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7 Further research 

The following are of interest for further research: 

• The relationships between the different functional properties and between the 
functional properties and the social factors must continuously be updated as 
more information is uncovered, e.g., from the follow-ups of existing roads 
including the long-term performance of the properties.  

• The proposed model needs further research regarding valuation of the 
relationships between functional properties and social factors, e.g., in 
economical terms, before the model can be used as a total model. The model 
could also be modified in order to include other pavement materials.  

• Particles from the road surface are worn off due to wear of traffic. The effect 
of this on environment and human health are not fully investigated. 

• The studies performed on road lighting design and the influence of pavement 
brightness has shown that this is an area that needs further research. Extended 
field measurements ought to be made in order to really determine the 
brightness and specularity of pavements with different pavement materials and 
structures. Especially wet pavements needs further research including research 
about pavement specularity. The computer programs used for designing road 
lighting installations must be improved to fully take into consideration the 
advantages of brighter pavements. Special case studies on tunnel lighting are 
needed. Investigating the impact of pavement brightness on roads without road 
lighting is also important. 

• Extended laboratory tests regarding joint performance are needed. The last 
possible time for the first saw cut ought to be studied. Further investigation of 
bonding properties of dowels should include studying the effect of different 
test speed and how that affects different types of coating materials. The 
repeated tests should be done by an improved test procedure that makes it 
easier to separate the draw-out force from the pushback force, e.g., by making 
a stop before the pushback starts. The use of composite dowels for concrete 
road pavements needs further research, especially how they are performing 
during shear forces. The long-term performance and durability of the coating 
into the concrete ought to be studied. 
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